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THE DYNAMICS OF UNSKILLED WAGES: ANALYSES OF EARNINGS
INSTABILITY AND TRENDS IN THE LOW-SKILL LABOR MARKET
IN THE UNITED STATES
Michael Mamo, Ph.D.
W estern Michigan University, 2000

This dissertation is an econometric analysis o f the earnings trends and
instability for less-skilled workers during the 1970s through the 1990s. The study is
divided into two major sections, dealing, respectively, with a longitudinal study of
earnings instability and a time-series analysis o f the trends in less-skilled wages.
In the first section, the empirical autocovariance structure o f earnings is
parameterized and estimated using the generalized method o f moments (GMM).
The analysis o f longitudinal earnings data indicates that unskilled earnings had
become unstable during most o f the sample period particularly during the 1980s,
despite the long economic expansion that took place during the same period. The
decline in average job tenure among less-skilled workers, and, to a lesser extent,
de-unionization and the shift to non-manufacturing jobs contributed to these results.
The second section proposes a structurally defined vector autoregressive
framework to identify the response of unskilled wages to changes in trade and
technology. Impulse response analysis is employed to chart out the response o f
unskilled wages to structural shocks in the international trading equilibrium and
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domestic technology. A benchmark specification of the model indicates that
production wages are significantly related to movements in the price ratio. On the
other hand, the rate of investment in information technology is shown to have a
wage-depressing effect, at least in the long run. In most specifications, shocks to
relative prices as well as trade flows have a relatively lasting and stronger effect on
wages. While the influence o f technology remains to be significant in some
specifications, the results are indicative of a larger wage-effect of trade than was
previously thought.
The overall implication of these findings is that policy options to improve
the economic status of unskilled workers are limited. W hile demand side policies
such as trade restrictions seem to be unwarranted, education and training policies
that can affect the supply o f unskilled workers can be effective, albeit under
overwhelming odds.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A central theme of this study is an evaluation of the recent labor market
performance o f less-skilled workers in the United States. The study is motivated by
the increasing concern in public policy as well as academic research about the
causes and consequences o f the major labor market changes of the past few
decades. These changes have also raised a renewed interest in the design of
appropriate private and public courses o f action to lessen the undesirable outcomes,
particularly for the less skilled groups of society.
The labor market performance of unskilled workers deteriorated during the
1980s and the 1990s. Many aspects o f the labor market, including job and earnings
instability, average wage trends, and earnings differentials have undergone
substantial, and by historical standards dramatic, transformations that adversely
affected the relative status o f unskilled workers. There is little disagreement on the
facts among academic studies conducted during the late 1980s and the 1990s. By
contrast, considerable differences remain in the explanations forwarded for the
dismal performance of unskilled workers.
The sections that follow are mainly concerned with two important aspects o f
the changes in the unskilled labor market. The first section examines unskilled
1
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earnings from a longitudinal perspective and is concerned with assessing annual
earnings fluctuations and the potential determinants o f earnings instability. The
second section is an analysis o f the trends in average wage levels o f unskilled labor
and evaluates the wage effects o f increased international trade (globalization) and
the technological upgrading of the workplace.
A unifying theme that runs across these studies is that the earnings o f
unskilled workers, whether viewed from the individual w orker's perspective o r at
an aggregate level, have undergone substantial transformations over the past few
decades. These transformations are so pervasive and unique to the most recent era
that they pose fresh intellectual challenges and have generated considerable interest
in the formulation of public policy.
During the period between the end of WWII and the mid 1970s, the
structure o f income in the United States has been widely regarded as stable. Despite
substantial changes that took place in the labor market and massive government
redistribution efforts, the structure o f earnings remained remarkably stable that
tracking changes in the distribution of income in the U .S. was regarded as
"watching the grass grow ."1
I focus on two important changes that occurred since the early 1970s and
that are extensively documented in the literature, namely, the secular decline in
average wages and the increased instability of individual earnings over roughly the
same period. Although these changes in the data seem to be driven by closely
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related underlying forces, their analyses nonetheless impose distinct demands on the
type o f data to be analyzed and the approaches to be taken. The typical earnings
functions that are applied in the analysis of covariance structures are based on
longitudinal data sets and are designed to isolate short-term variability in individual
earnings. These functions are primarily derived from underlying assumptions about
individual behavior that dictate labor supply decisions.
On the other hand, the examination o f average wage trends as aggregate
phenomenon is a question that can usefully be addressed on the basis o f time-series
data. This, however, does not imply the lack o f aggregate behavioral statements
concerning wage movements. Rather, it is shown that the identification and variable
selection schemes used in the time-series analysis allow for explicit structural
hypotheses regarding the aggregate behavior o f wages and other economy-wide
variables.
The changing wage structure o f the recent decades has stimulated interest in
labor market studies and has sparked lively academic debate about the causes and
consequences o f an increasingly less equal distribution of earnings. W hile most
research in this area is couched in terms o f explaining the changes in relative wages
and the distribution o f all income, dropping absolute wages for the unskilled
constitute a significant and perhaps a m ajor part of the overall wage dynamics.
During most of the 1980s and the early 1990s, for instance, the real wages of
unskilled male workers declined by a staggering 20 percent, whereas, during about
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the same time period, wage differentials between skilled and unskilled workers rose
by a little more that 10 percent.2
Figure 1 indicates a rough concordance of falling real wages with rising
overall inequality, the latter as measured by both the gini index and the highest to
lowest fifth ratios. The graph shows that the widening earnings inequality that
began in the early 1980s immediately followed the falling trend in real wages that
started during the mid-70s. The two measures o f inequality indicate that the
widening gap in income continued to escalate for most o f the 1980s and the early
1990s. The timing of these trends suggests that the increasingly unequal distribution
o f income is driven in part by the declining real earnings of unskilled workers. In

Real Earnings

ISO

G ini Ratios

•0

High to Low
Filth Ratios

Figure 1. Gini Ratios, the Highest to Lowest Fifth Ratios, and Real Average
Hourly Earnings of Production and Non-Supervisory Workers. Series
Normalized to 100 in 1964.
Source: U.S. Bureau o f Labor Statistics and Economic Policy Institute.
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5
other words, factors that account for the changes in unskilled wages are important
parts o f the explanation for the overall change in the structure of earnings in the
United States.

Earnings Instability
The term instability is used in the literature as a means to designate the
temporal variation in earnings that is conceptually distinct from the variation in the
permanent component of earnings.

If one is to measure annual changes in

inequality from the variances o f individual earnings in repeated cross-sections, the
resulting figures may not distinguish between changes in permanent earnings
differentials and temporal variations.
Such a distinction is important for several reasons. First, most explanations
for the changing distribution o f income associate the changes to increasing returns
to education. However, if the annual variation in the distribution o f earnings is also
the result of temporal variations in earnings, the education-based explanations are
not necessarily sufficient. Increasing returns to education are reflections o f
increases in the price o f skill and thus induce permanent increases in earnings
differentials between education groups.
One implication of the past research on inequality is that labor market
institutions have been largely regarded as secondary in explaining the observed
changes in the structure o f earnings.3 This follows directly from the view that
observed disparities among individuals are reflections o f permanent and person-
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specific differences such that recent changes in the composition o f labor demand
favored those individuals who have already accumulated the right amount of human
capital. This upward shift in the relative demand for college educated labor, so the
story goes, resulted in a secular increase in the returns to education producing the
observed

earnings

differentials

among

persons

of

varying

human

capital

endowment. In this scenario, therefore, factors that affect pay differentials among
individuals but are external to the individual, such as labor market institutions, can
only exert a modest influence on the structure o f earnings.
Analyzing the causes behind the changes in the stability of earnings, on the
other hand, is useful to highlight the contribution o f labor market institutions in
shaping the recent changes in the structure o f earnings. In view o f the fact that most
o f the change was actually the result of the decline in the earnings of low skilled
workers, the widening variance o f income can not be explained by the rising returns
to education alone. For instance, if the annual variance is mainly associated with
increases in the instability o f year to year earnings, the cause o f this increase must
be sought in factors that widen the cross-sectional variance o f income such that
permanent differences among individuals are o f secondary importance. Suggested
explanations that are potentially consistent with increased earnings instability, such
as

de-unionization,

job

instability,

increased

temporary

employment,

and

deregulation, tend to point to the important role o f institutional changes as
additional forces shaping the dynamics of earnings.4 Accounting for the secular
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decline in those wages therefore calls for an examination of the dynamics o f the
covariance structure o f low skill wages.
This point is illustrated in the three panels o f Figure 2, which show the
relative standings across periods o f two individuals in a hypothetical economy.5

SEarnings
Individual 1

Individual 2

Coastal* Variances

Increasing (Permanent) Variances

Increasing (Transitory) Variances

Figure 2. Hypothetical Earnings Gaps for Two Individuals Measured Over Three
Consecutive Years.

The relative earnings gap, as measured by the simple variances remained constant
throughout the period in the first panel. On the other hand, w e see increasing
variances inboth the second and the last

panels. However, the character o f

inequality is

qualitatively different in the

last two scenarios. Cross-sectional

evidence on

earnings differentials cannot distinguish between the two. The

widening gap in the second panel is likely to be consistent with changes in
permanent and person-specific factors, where the relative standings o f individuals is
preserved over time.

The reordering o f the individuals' positions over time, as
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reflected in the third panel is perhaps the result of factors that are likely to be
external to the individual and are difficult to be attributable to the rising returns to
education.
Second, transitory shocks can be welfare-reducing particularly for those
without assets or access to capital markets to smooth consumption. Studies show
that the inability to borrow against future labor income affects consumption in the
United States.6 These findings are particularly accurate for individuals that are
known to be at the lower end o f the distribution of income.
Past studies by Baker and Solon (1998), Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994), and
Haider (1997), among others, have indicated that the variance of the transitory
component of earnings has increased along with the variance o f permanent earnings
for all workers. However, the welfare implications o f unstable earnings across the
distributions are not as clear. On the one hand, economists often assume that
individuals had perfect foresight and could borrow or lend freely to smooth short
term fluctuations in incomes and that consumption need not vary as much as
income. In this case it can be shown that increased volatility o f earnings is welfareneutral.
On the other hand, empirical studies stress the existence o f earnings
uncertainty and liquidity constraints and seem to find a measure o f proportionality
between income and consumption. This is particularly true for individuals at the
lower-end o f the distribution, suggesting that for these individuals short-term
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volatility of earnings can be welfare-reducing.7
Zeldes(1989) examined consumption and liquidity constraints facing a
sample o f families selected from the PSID. After splitting the sample into groups on
the basis o f reported liquid assets, Zeldes found that the data do not generally
support the Euler equations particularly for individuals with no or little liquid
assets. The implication is generally supportive of the notion that individuals are
unable to smooth consumption over the life-cycle, contrary to the permanent
income hypothesis that optimizing agents smooth consumption over transitory
earnings fluctuations.
Statements about individual welfare, however, should be evaluated against
other countervailing forces that can potentially enhance rather than reduce welfare.
F or instance, lifetime consumption levels and individual welfare are also functions
o f the degree of mobility across income scales. Lifetime earnings can be more
equally distributed than earnings from single years depending on the extent of
individual mobility. Empirical evidence tends to suggest, however, that individual
mobility has probably significantly declined over the recent decades, especially at
the lower end o f the wage and earnings distributions.8
The extent to which transitory shocks are correlated with the individual's
welfare is also somewhat related to the covariance o f incomes o f members o f the
same family. Transitory income changes within a family could have offsetting
effects if the correlation between family members' incomes is low. Family labor
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supply behavior responds to changes in temporal shocks in individual earnings,
attenuating the welfare consequences o f transitory shocks. However, given the
likely correlation in the employment o f unskilled family members in the same local
labor market, there is little reason to believe that the welfare consequences o f
transitory shocks will be significantly muted.
Finally, from the standpoint of public policy, analyzing the year-to-year
volatility o f earnings for low wage earners is useful because it informs the design o f
new policies that specifically target the

less-skilled.

For example,

recent

redistributive programs that are specifically intended to address the consequences o f
growing inequality seem to be less focused on addressing the consequences of
increased volatility than o f persistent earnings differentials among individuals. In
fact, income maintenance policies that are targeted at low-skill wages such as the
minimum wage, public transfers, and educational training programs were largely
motivated by the need to reduce the inequities that arise due to permanent
endowment differentials among workers.
Clearly, however, permanent endowment differentials are only part o f the
problem. Income instability poses yet another challenge in the design o f programs.
In other words, efforts directed at maintaining minimum earnings in the unskilled
labor market should perhaps be strengthened by programs to ease access to capital
markets as well.
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Earnings Trends

The last section o f this study analyzes the two most commonly held
explanations for the observed trends in the wages of less-skilled workers. Rapid
technological changes and increased international economic integration are the two
most important explanations for falling real wages of the unskilled and the
consequent rise in overall inequality.
The most common empirical model that expresses structural relationships
among the relevant labor market variables is the now celebrated Stolper-Samuelson
theorem. In this section, I will briefly explore the empirical formulations of the
Stolper-Samuelson theorem, the major findings in the literature, and the limitations
of these studies.
In its original version of an economy with two traded goods and two non
traded factors, the Stolper-Samuelson theorem is a mapping from product prices to
factor prices. Domestic factor prices are determined by the outcome of international
product market competitions that are carried to the local factor markets through
product prices. In this framework, the theorem postulates a positive correlation
between the vector o f average changes in factor-intensity-weighted product prices
and the corresponding vector of changes in factor prices. In applied work, the
theorem is restated as a set o f zero profit conditions linking domestic factor prices
to product prices and technology under which a change in prices or technology
triggers a series o f adjustments in factor prices until the equilibrium condition is
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restored. Estimates o f these 'mandated' factor price changes are then compared
with actual data to see what share o f actual changes can be attributed to trade and
technology.
Let P and W represent, respectively, the price vectors for N products and M
factors and let A be an NxM matrix of technology coefficients. Perfect competition
ensures that the zero profit condition is met across industries where P = A W .1
Each row o f this system states that, assuming no intermediate inputs, for each
product

average cost o f production

X a yH’y equals product price,

i.e.,

j

p, =

- where ay is the input requirement / per unit o f output j .
J

Differentiating one of these equations and rewriting in percentages gives the
equation o f motion,
(1)

(dp, I p , ) =

wy + 2 X atJ
J

J

where, 6tJ = a iJwJ / p } is the cost share o f factor j in total unit costs. Define total
factor productivity for the i* output Q ,, as TFP; = Q,

, where f y = a tjQ,

A

from which we obtain {dTFP, / p , ) =

6y atJ . The equation of motion that links
J

changes in product prices to factor prices and technology is therefore expressed as,
(2)

( d p , ! Pl) = Y _ 9 „ * ,- T F P , ■
J

This is the basic empirical specification applied in most studies. A cross
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section o f changes in product prices o r total factor productivity is regressed on
initial period factor cost shares. The coefficient on the factor cost shares are then
interpreted as the economy-wide changes in factor prices 'm andated' by sectoral
changes in prices or technology. These factor price changes are needed to restore
the competitive equilibrium once changes in price and technology took place. The
adequacy o f the model is tested by comparing the estimated changes in factor prices
to the actual changes observed in the data.
This method is first used by Baldwin and Hilton (1984), and later, among
others, by Learner (1996), Baldwin and Cain (1997), Krueger (1997) and Feenstra
and Hanson (1997). Feenstra and Hanson measure trade by the foreign outsourcing
o f intermediate inputs while technological change is measured by the shift towards
high technology capital such as computers. Feenstra and Hanson find that both
trade and technology are important. However, allowing the endogeneity of prices,
they find that investment in information technology becomes the most important
cause o f wage changes and has a SO percent greater impact, than trade. By contrast,
neither Baldwin and Cain nor Learner are able to replicate the decline in production
wages during the 1980s, while K rueger's estimates are quite consistent with the
observed trends in the 1980s and 1990s. These studies employed different variables
in their mandated wage regressions and only Learner's and Feenstra and Hanson's
results account for changes in technological progress.
Perhaps the most important limitation in many price studies is the apparent
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inability to capture the exogenous impact of innovations in international trade on
product prices and thus by implication on wages. Slaughter (1998) provides an
extensive survey of these studies and points out that in linking price changes with
international trade the price studies all assume that domestic prices change due to
the forces o f trade. Slaughter also notes that while the findings appear to be very
sensitive to the time period covered and the data used, they are quite robust to the
extent o f data aggregation and the measurement of skills.
By using an aggregated data on prices, trade flows, technology, and wages,
this study attempts to address the limitation by incorporating these variables in a
vector autoregressive framework. Instead o f domestic industry prices alone, I also
employ chain-weighted indexes o f domestic prices relative to import prices, trade
flows (measured as import quantities relative to domestic output), and the rate of
investment in high-technology information capital, where unexpected innovations in
these variables are assumed to embody changes in the international trading
equilibrium and technology. Using the vector autoregressive approach has the
advantage o f allowing for the endogeneity of prices and quantitatively measuring
and characterizing the dynamic responses of production w orkers' wages to
innovations in relative prices, international trade flows, and investment in hightechnology capital.
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Endnotes

1. Aaron, H. (1978), as quoted in Gottschalk and Smeeding (1997).
2. Burtless (1995), Freeman (1995), Katz and Murphy (1992), and Slaughter
(1998) contain excellent documentations of the changes in the wage structure.
3. See, for example, Bound and Johnson (1996) and Levy and M uraane (1992) for
a survey o f the explanations.
4. See, for example, Haider (1997) and Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) for
suggested explanations.
5. Haider (1997) discusses the sources o f lifetime earnings differentials using
similar illustrative graphs.
6.

See, for example, Zeldes (1989).

7. Baker and Solon (1999) and Haider (1997) discuss the welfare implications of
earnings instability.
8.

See Buchinsky and Hunt (1999).

9.

These derivations are adopted from Learner (1994).
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CHAPTER n

THE COVARIANCE STRUCTURE OF UNSKILLED EARNINGS

Introduction

This section is concerned with earnings instability among less-skilled
workers.1 I examine the dynamics of less skilled workers' earnings over the 1970s,
the 1980s, and the early 1990s by focusing on changes in the covariance structure
of their earnings. I will first decompose earnings into permanent and transitory
components and evaluate the implied covariances over the period to see if the yearto-year volatility of earnings has changed over time.
Since the early 1970s, the structure o f earnings has changed along two main
dimensions: permanent earnings differentials have become wider and the variance
of short-term changes in earnings has increased.2 Terms such as increased volatility
or instability of earnings are sometimes used interchangeably to refer to the latter
type of change in the structure of earnings. Along with most cross-sectional studies
emerged a growing consensus that the observed increase in the variance o f (total)
earnings reflects increasing returns to education that was in turn caused by demand
shifts that favored the more skilled and educated workers. However the crosssectional evidence that these studies are attempting to explain cannot account for
changes in the variance o f short-term changes in earnings, i.e., the instability
16
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o f earnings. Longitudinal surveys are necessary to study earnings instability, which
is the subject of this paper.
This study draws from the recent literature on the covariance structure of
earnings and analyzes the dynamics o f transitory earnings for less-skilled workers.
To make meaningful inferences about the year-to-year variability o f earnings, it is
necessary first to decompose the variance o f earnings into a persistent component
and a transitory component. This is so because observed increases in variances can
not distinguish between increases in instability and increases in permanent
differentials among

individuals.

Such

decomposition also

requires

repeated

observations on the same individual for several periods. These longitudinal data are
then used to calculate the associated autocovariances o f earnings. By exploiting the
empirical relationship between variances and covariances, inferences can be made
so as to determine whether earnings fluctuations (i.e., the variances o f the
transitory components) have changed over time.
I begin by summarizing the moments o f the earnings data and compare the
distribution of transitory variances over selected years. This would enable me to see
if there are possible structural changes that took place during the 1980s, causing
year-to-year earnings to become more variable in the latter period. Using minimal
assumptions, I compute the components o f the earnings variance from a simple
decomposition o f the earnings residuals. Such decomposition across years allows
me to determine whether observed changes in transitory variances are mere
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reflections o f business cycles. Using the variance components for each period, I
compare the variability o f earnings alternatively for periods of expansion and
periods o f recession both before and after the 1980s. I next turn to a parametric
methodology in which I model the earnings process as composed of a time-invariant
and individual-specific permanent component and a transitory component that
follows a low-order autoregressive process. My interest is in a dynamic structure
that allows the parameters of the earnings process to change with calendar time. To
this end, I include time-specific scale factors into the traditional error components
model. This model implies variance of earnings in which the increase in the
variance could come from either an increase in the permanent variance component
or an increase in the transitory variance component—the latter implying increases
in the instability of earnings.
The rest o f this chapter is divided in the following order. In the next section,
I describe the data.

The third section outlines the methods used to construct the

covariance matrix and to estimate the parameters o f the model. In the fourth
section, I present results from the descriptive and parametric analysis o f the
earnings data. In the fifth section, I evaluate the changes in the characteristics o f the
sample by examining the extent of unionization, changes in job tenure, and the
changing industrial mix of respondents. The conclusions are given in the last
section.
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Longitudinal Data

In this paper, I use 24 years o f survey data from the Panel Study o f Income
Dynamics (PSID) to examine the changes in the covariance structure o f low earn
ings. I restrict my study to a sample of annual earnings for male household heads,
which have reported non-zero earnings and are not going to school for every survey
period between 1970 and 1993.3 The focus on positive male earnings minimizes the
confounding effects of entry and exit in the labor market on the covariance structure
o f earnings. Although the PSID provides complete longitudinal history of earnings,
it contains relatively little information on individuals who are not heads of
households, limiting the scope of the sample to only heads o f households. I also
restrict the sample to household heads that are between the ages of 18 and 60. This
choice of the entry age to the sample seems to be appropriate for this group of
workers because, presumably for individuals who are no longer going to school,
entry to the labor market takes place at an earlier age than for others. The sample is
further restricted to individuals whose level of completed education is not more than
twelve years.4
In view o f the apparent lack o f other more suitable indicators of skill, the
choice of completed education as an indicator of skill seems to be appropriate. For
example, one may consider categorizing workers into skill groups on the basis of
actual wages. However, this introduces a degree o f arbitrariness into the data
selection mechanism, since it is conceivable that those individuals who are
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considered low skilled at a given period may also be considered high-skilled at
another. Completed education, on the other hand, is a better predictor o f wages and
hence can serve as a proxy for subsequent acquisition o f skill.
These restrictions produced a balanced panel of 479 individuals and a total
o f 11496 person-year observations that are used in the construction o f the empirical
covariance matrix. In line with previous work, I conduct all o f the analysis using
residuals from a first stage regression o f the log of annual earnings on a quartic in
age.5 Presumably, the results below also hold for unadjusted log earnings since the
explanatory power o f the regressions is negligible for all years. All usable data are
appropriately deflated to 1992 dollars. The distinct elements o f the empirical
covariance matrix are given in Appendix B.

Econometric Specifications

The aim in this section is to present a parsimonious model for the auto
covariance structure o f earnings. The methods employed to construct and estimate
the covariance matrix are those suggested by Abowd and Card (1989). In the first
stage, I estimate with OLS the parameters 3 and the residuals y„ o f the log o f
earnings, Y 't , for the /'* individual observed at time t
(1)

LogY,;

+

where, / ( - ) is a polynomial in age or experience.
The basis for the decomposition o f earnings into perm anent and transitory
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components is the traditional error components model. The earnings residuals, yu,
are decomposed into a time-invariant and individual-specific component, a „ and a
white noise transitory error term, v*, where
(2)

ya = a,- + v*.

Under the assumption o f uncorrelated error components and serially uncorrelated
transitory components,
(3) Var (yu ) = tx ' + <x;, and
(4)

Cov (y„

= c r;.

Baker and Solon (1998), among others, have stressed that the simple error
components model has to be general enough to allow for some patterns in the
earnings data. These patterns include, for example, serially correlated transitory
components that fade rapidly and a non-mean reverting permanent component. To
capture the time variation in the earnings components, the model in (2) is also
embellished with time-varying scaling factors (or factor loadings in the parlance of
the recent work in this subject). In the earnings dynamics literature there appear to
be numerous variations o f this alternative model. Interestingly, but for the degree
o f sophistication the majority o f these studies concur on similar conclusions. In this
paper I follow the practice and assume that the transitory components can be repre
sented by a low order ARMA process and the random individual effect represents
the permanent component o f earnings, i.e.
(5)

y it = p ta, + / fv„
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(6)

v„ = pv„.l +e,t

where p, and f t represent, respectively, the scale factors on the permanent and the
transitory components, and the transitory component follows an AR(1) process with
coefficient p and innovations that are uncorrelated across time. The scale factors
allow the transitory and permanent components o f earnings to vary over time. I also
assume that
(7)

E (a ,) = E(vIt) = E (e „ ) = 0 , and

(8)

E { a y u) = 0 .

The model parameters to be estimated are the variance o f the permanent factor, cr*,
the variance o f the transitory component's innovations, a ] , the AR(1) coefficient,
p , and the scale factors, p , , and f t .
Equations (5) and (6) imply a covariance matrix 0 (6 ) with typical diagonal
element given by
(9)

var<>„ ) = p ] a \ + f t2(a ; ' ( l - p 2)),

and typical off-diagonal element given by
(10)

cov(yIt,y,,_k) = p tp „ kcr; + /,/,_ * ( p V ; /( I - p 2) ) , t * k, and 6 is a vector

o f the parameters to be estimated. The basic unit o f data analysis is a vector o f the
individual residuals, denoted y, where y i —i y nty, 2 t...ly iry which has dimension
equal to the length of each panel, T, y„ = L o g Y ’ - f ( X it, f t ) , and /?is the least
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squares estimator of /?. The empirical covariance matrix C is constructed as the
outer product of these individual vectors,

(U)

C = (1/A 0£(?,J0.
I

where N is the total number o f units in the data.
Let m represent a vector whose elements are the distinct elements o f the
sample covariance matrix, C .
from the current sample.

There are a total of 300 distinct moments in C

I estimate the model parameters using the generalized

method-of-moments, i.e., by minimizing the distance between the second sample
moments in m and the corresponding population moments in 0 ( 6 ) . 6 Letting m,
represent the distinct elements of the individual cross-products matrix y ly l and
collecting the unique elements of 0 (6 ) in a vector <p(b), the moment conditions
necessary for estimation are given by
(12)

E(m, - <p(b)) = 0 .

Minimum distance estimation involves minimizing the qt adratic form
(13)

(m - cp(b))' A (m - tp(b)),

where A is a positive definite weighting matrix.7 That is, the generalized methodof-moments estimator selects b such that
i

(14)

b = argmin(m - ^?(b)) A(m - ^>(b)) .
b
In the optimum minimum distance (OMD) procedure, the weighting matrix

is the sample estimate of the covariance matrix of the vector of sample moments in
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m. Altonji and Segal(1994) examined the desirability o f using this optim al
weighting matrix for models o f covariance structures. They showed that since the
sample moments and their covariance matrix are calculated from the same data,
individual observations that increase the sample estimate o f a variance will also
have an enlarging effect on the sample estimate o f the variance o f the variance, i.e.,
the measurement errors in the second and the fourth moments are correlated. This
implies that the elements of A and (m - <p(b)) are correlated and thus the bias in
(14) above is nonzero. The authors suggest that the equally weighted minimum
distance estimator (EWMD), where A is the identity matrix, is almost always
preferable to OM D , even in situations in which OMD is superior in asymptotic
efficiency.

Following

their recommendations and

the practices

o f sim ilar

researchers in the earnings dynamics literature, I use the EWMD estimator.® The
details of the nonlinear optimization procedure are given in Appendix A.

The Covariance Structure o f the Earnings Panel

Descriptive Analysis o f Earnings Data

I begin with a series o f descriptive analyses using simple methods for
summarizing the data. The results from these descriptive methods are contrasted in
the next section with the results from estimating the models outlined in equations
(S) through (14). The simplest and most well known canonical error components
model in (2) implies that the variances and covariances in the data (see Appendix B)
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can be used to estimate the perm anent and transitory variances o f earnings. For
example, the difference between the variance and the covariance estimators for each
time period, i.e., the difference between the estimates for (3) and (4), can be used
to estimate the transitory variance. In this case changes in the stability o f earnings
can be approximated by changes in the difference between the estimated variances
and covariances.
I summarized these covariances for different lag orders in Figure 3. Apart
from the cyclical fluctuations, that are more pronounced during the recessionary
years of 1975 and 1982, the variances and covariances tend to rise over time. What
is remarkable about the graph is the unmistakable evidence o f a growing gap
between the variances and the corresponding covariances especially during the later
years o f the sample.9 Because this gap can be viewed as an approximate measure of
the transitory variance there is graphical evidence that earnings instability has
increased during the more recent years o f the sample.
The estimates for instability

could

be

mere reflections o f normal

macroeconomic fluctuations that tend to raise overall instability during times of
recession.10 What is striking about the estimates above is that less skilled workers'
earnings become more unstable in the 80s, despite what has come to be known as
the longest expansion during those decades.

There is some evidence o f a general

countercyclicality o f transitory variances in the literature.11 Using data for all male
workers in the PSID Haider (1997) reported that while the variance o f transitory
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Figure 3. Covariances at Various Lag Lengths: 1969-92. The covariances at lag
i are calculated by averaging the first i covariances.

earnings tend to be countercyclical, there appear to be some marked departures
from the general cyclical trend in those variances particularly during the 1980s.
To evaluate the cyclical patterns o f the estimated variances for the sample at
hand, I estimate permanent earnings as the average over several years o f an
individual's earnings and the transitory component as the year-to-year departure o f
earnings around this mean. I calculate for each individual the mean of his log
earnings over a given period, Y; , and the deviation of log earnings from that
mean, Y* - Y, , in each year. These deviations are then interpreted as estimates o f
the transitory components o f log earnings. I compute the variance o f the permanent
component by simply averaging the variances of individual mean earnings over
several periods.12 Similarly, the variance o f the transitory component is estimated
by averaging individual variances separately.13
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According to these calculations, between the end of the recession o f the
early 70s and the expansion that lasted from 1976 to 1979, the transitory variance
declined by an average of 45 percent. By contrast, between the recession o f 198082 and the expansion that followed during 1983-90, the same variance actually rose
by 43 percent. In other words, unlike the expansionary years o f the 70s, that tend to
bring the transitory variance down, declines in those variances are not present
during the high growth years o f the early to the late 80s. Incidentally, it is interest
ing to note the similarity of these findings to what is already evident in the literature
on poverty, which established that the high growth years o f the 80s, unlike previous
expansions, failed to offset the incidence of high poverty that occurs in times o f
recession.
T he covariances from the error components model in (2) can also be cast in
a simple regression framework. The distinct second moment estimates are stacked
in the vector m and can be viewed as related to a lower dimensional vector o f
population moments in./(£) throuph the model m = fib ) + e, where £ is a vector o f
sampling errors and we wish to estimate the param eter vector b. Assuming for the
moment that fib ) is linear in b, the model becomes m = X b + e, where the
"explanatory" variables in X consist of an intercept term and a diagonal dummy
variable, D . The diagonal dummy equals 1 if the corresponding element in m is a
variance (i.e., if it falls on the main diagonal o f C) and 0 if not, thus capturing the
difference between the variances and covariances. The intercept term is therefore an
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estimate of the permanent variance and the coefficient on D is an estimate o f the
transitory variance.
The results o f this initial approximation are in the four columns o f Table 1
each showing the permanent and transitory variances over the period 1969-92.
Column 1 has only an intercept and a diagonal dummy variable (D). The regression
shows an average covariance of 0.18 and an average transitory variance o f 0.20,
implying a total variance o f 0.38. The second column shows how the intercept term
and the slope coefficients have trended over time by including a time trend and an
interaction between the time trend and the diagonal dummy. The numbers indicate
that the transitory variance trended at 0.0047 per year throughout the sample
period.
It is more revealing to examine the timing o f these increases in the
instability of earnings. The coefficient on the diagonal dummy and the intercept
term are estimated separately for the sub-periods 1969-79 and 1980-92 and the
results are given in the last two columns o f Table 1. The estimates show that the
transitory variance declined over the first period and exhibits a much larger rate of
growth in the second period, suggesting that increased instability o f less-skilled
workers' earnings occurred during the later period. The results in Table 1 also
corroborate previous findings o f increased instability o f earnings in the 80s than
during the 70s for all classes of workers.

The results in this paper suggest that

unskilled earnings
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Table 1
Descriptive Covariance Regressions for Log Annual Earnings Residuals
Coefficient

1969-92(1)

1969-92(11)

1969-79

1980-92

Intercept

0.18(0.003)*

0.27(0.005)

0.28(0.02)

0.33(0.008)

D

0.20(0.012)

0.08(0.02)

0.20(0.03)

-0.004(0.019)

T

-0.0005(0.00003)

-0.0029(0.0006)

-0.002(0.0001)

DT

0.0047(0.001)

-0.019(0.003)

0.015(0.0021)

0.47

0.85

0.85

R2 Adj.

0.049

♦Standard E rrors are in Parentheses.
D = Diagonal Dummy, T = Time Trend

have become unstable in the more recent years by an approximately comparable
magnitude.

The 'Embellished' Error Components Model

As I alluded to in the third section, the simple decompositions above have
many limitations. Many previous studies have found that the variance components
follow more complex patterns than addressed here.14 As a crude indication, in
Table 2 I report the pooled covariances and correlations o f the residuals of earning
by averaging them for each year and lag length. The covariances and correlations
seem to have long declining tail mimicking an autoregressive process. The numbers
also appear not to have fallen to zero but tend to asymptote, suggesting the presence
o f an individual effect.
The simple error components model also does not allow for the parameters
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Table 2
Pooled Covariances and Correlations of Log Annual (Residual) Earnings:
1969-92 (by Lag Order)
Lag

Covariance

Correlation

0
1
2
3
4

0.38
0.27
0.24
0.22

1.00
0.72
0.64
0.59
0.56
0.52
0.49

5
6
7

0.21
0.19
0.18
0.17

8

0.16

9
10
11
12
13
14

0.16

15
16
17

0.15
0.15
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.13

18
19
20
21
22

0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.12
0.12

23

0.12

0.46
0.44
0.43
0.41
0.39
0.38
0.38
0.36
0.35
0.34
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.28
0.26
0.23
0.23
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o f the components to change with calendar time. Most observed changes in the
earnings structure in the 1980s are driven by gradual secular increases in the
underlying factors. Following previous work and allowing for secular changes in
the parameters, I include time-specific factor loadings on the permanent and the
transitory components o f relative earnings in the model y„ = p ta ,+ f tvit, where p ,
and f t are the factor loadings capturing secular changes in permanent and
transitory components. Equations (9) and (10) indicate that the variance of earnings
will be an expression involving both of these factor loadings. The model implies
that an increase in either or both o f the factor loadings could lead to increases in the
variance. As such it is not possible to identify which component produced the
change. The structure o f observed autocovariances, on the other hand, could reveal
which component is the source o f the change in the variance of earnings. To take an
extreme case, if all changes in earnings dynamics are the results o f secular shocks
in the transitory component, then the resulting increase in the variances is not
followed b^ corresponding increases in the autocovariances and thus the auto
correlations decline. A secular increase in the transitory factor loadings, reflected
as declines in the corresponding autocorrelations, is therefore an indication o f
increased instability of earnings.
To investigate these patterns more formally, I now tum to the estimation o f
the model outlined in equations (5) through (14). The results o f this estimation are
in the first two columns o f Table 3. For comparison purposes, column 2 presents
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Table 3
Error Components Models for Log Annual Earnings,
Annual Hours, and Hourly Earnings
Annual Earnings

Annual Hours

Hourly Earnings

Para

Random Effect

pt(Random

pt(Random

pt(Random Effect)

meter

+ AR(1)

Effect) +

Effect) +

+ ftA R (l)

ftA R (l)

ftA R (l)

0.14(0.0048)*

0.02(0.007)*

0.109(0.005)’

0.92(0.0051)*
1.03(0.0050)*
0.95(0.0053)*
0.94(0.0055)*
0.86(0.0059) *
0.94(0.0055)*
1.05(0.0056)*
1.07(0.0058)*
1.04(0.0061)*
1.12(0.0061)*
1.22(0.0061)*
1.30(0.0062)*
1.37(0.0064)*
1.55(0.0063)*
1.60(0.0066)*
1.56i0.0071)*
1.54(0.0077)*
1.57(0.0084)*
1.62(0.0092)’
1.46(0.011)’
1.50(0.013)*
1.67(0.017)*

1.002(0.0068)*
1.15(0.00611)’
1.06(0.0067)*
0.89(0.0082)*
0.92(0.0083)*
1.22(0.0064)*
1.17(0.0068)*
1.02(0.0082)*
1.22(0.0071)*
1.21(0.0075)*
1.15(0.0082)*
1.37(0.0072)*
1.43(0.0073)’
1.23(0.0088)*
1.19(0.0097)*
1.37(0.0090)*
1.36(0.0098)*
1.37(0.0107)*
1.52(0.0108)’
1.44(0.0131)*
1.21(0.019)’
1.39(0.0233)*

0.93(0.005) *
1.01(0.004)’
0.99(0.005)*
0.97(0.005) ’
0.98(0.0056)’
1.02(0.0054)*
1.08(0.0052)*
1.11(0.0053)*
1.07(0.0057)*
1.11(0.0058)’
1.13(0.0059)*
1.15(0.006)*
1.17(0.0062)*
1.18(0.0065)’
1.23(0.0067)*
1.25(0.0070)*
1.23(0.0076)*
1.21(0.0085)’
1.19(0.0096)*
1.17(0.011)*
1.22(0.013)’
1.17(0.019)*

0.61(0.016)*
0.10(0.007) *

0.49(0.03)*
0.05(0.005)*

0.63(0.012)*
0.077(0.0054)*

t

•

P69

0.18(0.0059)*
=

1

P70
P71
P72
P73
P74
P7S
P76
P77
P78
P79
P80

Psi
P82
P83
P84
P85

P86
P87

Ps8
P89
P90
P91

P

0.53(0.108)*
0.12(0.0501)*
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Table 3—continued
Annual Hours

Annual Earnings
Para
meter
f(S9= 1
^70
fn
fn
f-n
f*
f75
f7«
f77
^78
^79

Random
Effect
+A R(1)

Hourly Earnings

p,(Random
Effect) +
f,AR(l)

P,(Random
Effect) +
f,AR(l)

pt(Random Effect)
+ ftAR(l)

0.81(0.072)*
0.77(0.074)*
0.50(0.105)*
0.21(0.241)
-0.02(2.84)
0.40(0.127)*
0.05(1.07)
0.08(0.60)
0.02(2.12)
0.004(12.2)
-0.02(2.12)
0.32(0.16)*
-0.10(0.48)
0.56(0.09)*
0.34(0.15)*
0.25(0.20)
0.41(0.13)*
0.31(0.16)*
0.51(0.10)’
0.33(0.16) *
0.30(0.19)
0.55(0.12)’

0.99(.09) *
0.97(0.10)’
0.68(0.12)*
0.45(0.16)*
0.67(0.12)*
0.77(0.11)*
0.51(0.15)’
-0.12(0.59)
0.82(0.11)*
0.72(0.12)’
0.0003(26.09)
0.38(0.19)*
0.81(0.11)*
0.94(0.10)*
0.65(0.13)*
0.48(0.16)*
0.56(0.14)’
-0.0001(74.73)
0.66(0.13)’
0.14(0.53)
0.30(0.26)
0.38(0.23)

0.60(0.129)’
0.92(0.089) ’
0.26(0.29)
0.22(0.34)
-0.02(3.77)
0.25(0.30)
0.39(0.20)
-0.01(6.43)
0.63(0.123) ’
0.56(0.14)*
0.002(40.8)
0.44(0.17)’
0.61(0.13)*
0.45(0.17)*
0.85(0.09) ’
0.04(1.88)
0.11(0.72)
0.02(4.39)
0.61(0.13)*
0.21(0.38)
0.55(0.16)*
1.07(0.09)*

^81
^82
^83
fu
^85
f~86
fg7
^88
^89
^90
^91
Note: Estimated models are

(1) Random Effect 4- AR(1): { y *

+V"

} and

(2) p, (Random Effect) + / A R ( l ) : { y " ~ P,U' + ^ 'V"

}.

V„ = P»Vl + £ .'

Asymptotic Standard errors are in parenthesis.
(*) Indicates estimates that are statistically significant.
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estimates from fitting the earnings dynamics model with no calendar time effects
but one with an individual effect and an AR(1) transitory term. All estimates are
significant and there is evidence of a strong permanent individual component o f
earnings as well as a serially correlated transitory component that exhibits a degree
o f persistence. The permanent variance remains to be identical with the estimate
from the simple model with a white noise transitory term. On the other hand, the
transitory variance decreased somewhat to 0.16.
In column 3, I present results from fitting the models o f equations (5) and
(6) that allow the scaling parameters on the permanent and the transitory effects to
vary each time period. The transitory component still exhibits similar variance
between the two models but one with a stronger indication o f serial correlation. I
report the year specific factors in the second and fifth blocks o f 23 rows, where, for
identification purposes the estimate on pw and fm are set to equal one. The distinct
time patterns of these estimates corroborate what was already present in the simple
models of the previous sections.
It is interesting to note that the parameter estimates for the permanent factor
show that permanent differentials started to increase in the early 1970s, a result that
has a distinctively standard flavor. The increase in the permanent variance is
perhaps an indication of increases in within-group inequality that precedes overall
inequality by several years. From a separate data, Katz and Murphy (1992) find
that the rise in U.S. within-group inequality began in 1973, several years before
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m ost measures of between-group inequality. The results from PSID in this paper
a re therefore remarkably consistent with Katz and M urphy's observations from
other samples.
During the pre-1980 period, the factor loadings on the transitory component
appear to be countercyclical, which is not the case for the post-1980 period. During
the pre-1980 expansionary years o f 1970-73 and 1975-80, for example, the
estimates on the transitory factor loadings appear to have consistently declined and
even become statistically insignificant during most o f the 1975-80 period. The
param eter estimates exceed the zero statistical thresholds only in four out o f the
eleven years considered. By contrast, the 1982-90 expansion produced a series o f
statistically significant and rising estimates on the factor loadings. In other words,
estimates o f the factor loadings trended upward despite the long expansion that took
place during the post-1980 period, suggesting once again a rising instability o f low
skilled workers' earnings during the period that span the decade of high economic
growth.

Changes in Sample Characteristics Across Periods

In the previous sections, I find that earnings instability, as measured by the
variance o f the transitory component of earnings, increased and that much of the
increase took place over the second half of the sample period. Moreover, the
increased variability is countercyclical, although declines in earnings fluctuations
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are largely absent in the post-1980 expansion. One implication of these findings for
unskilled workers is that factors that affect pay variability among unskilled
individuals but are external to the individual, such as the role of labor unions and
shifts in the industrial structure o f jobs become the prominent candidates for
explaining earnings dynamics.
A natural extension to these findings is therefore to determine if these results
are associated with other observable changes in the dynamics o f sample
characteristics. In this section, I provide evidence on the correlates of the results in
the previous sections. I begin to evaluate the roles o f (a) variations in annual hours
o f work, (b) variations in hourly earnings, (c) changes in job stability, and (d)
changes in the distribution o f union jobs and the industrial composition of less
skilled workers' jobs.

Variations in Annual Hours o f Work

A kev question for the increase in the temporal variability o f earnings is
whether that increase comes from changes in employment or changes in earnings.
Since cyclical fluctuations in earnings are the result o f changes in employment, the
observed instability of earnings could come from either employment or wage
fluctuations. It is therefore necessary to determine the source o f earnings instability
in order to lay the background for searching other potential explanations for
increased variance.
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To examine this question, I analyze the covariance structure o f annual hours
o f work for the same individuals in the sample. I decompose annual earnings into
annual hours and average hourly earnings and impose the same covariance
structures implied by the models o f the third section. The dependent variables in
these models are now average annual hours of work and hourly earnings. The data
are reconstructed by decomposing total annual earnings from the original sample
into the self-reported annual hours worked and the implied average annual wages.
The results from fitting the simple descriptive regressions on annual hours and
hourly wages are given in Table 4. Although the estimated numbers can not
apportion total variation in earnings between hours and wages, it is likely that there
is a significant temporal variation component in hourly earnings that, in conjunction
with hours variations, could explain the sources of observed instability in annual
earnings.
The estimates from fitting the covariance structures implied by equations (S)

Table 4
Descriptive Covariance Regressions for Log Annual Hours and Earnings
Coefficient

Annual Hours

Hourly Earnings

Intercept

0.03(0.001)

0.14(0.002)

D

0.10(0.004)

0.15(0.009)

adj. R2

0.66

0.50

Note: Standard errors are in parenthesis. D = diagonal dummy.
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and (6) also yield further results regarding the time path o f the two components of
earnings. The results are reported in the last two columns o f Table 3. I used the
estimates o f the scaling factors to display graphically the time patterns of the
components of instability. The results are graphed for hours and wages in Figures
4 and 5, respectively. The figures indicate that the transitory variance component
o f annual hours tend to remain high throughout the sample period.

This is

especially true when one considers the recession years of the early and mid 70s and
the early 80s.

A slightly different picture emerges when we consider the time

profile o f transitory variances o f hourly earnings. Higher variances become more
frequent particularly after the late 70s, suggesting that wage variability may have
been the primary force behind the observed patterns of the post-1980 earnings

0 12
o1
0 0 #

0

04

013
0

Figure 4. Transitory Variances o f Hourly Earnings. Variances are calculated using
the regression estimates for the scale parameters, the correlation
coefficient, and the variance estimate for the transitory innovations and
are based on equation 9 in the text.
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Figure 5. Transitory Variances o f Annual Hours. See Figure 4 for explanations,

fluctuations I reported in the fourth section.

Job Turnover

There are many ways in which increased job turnover can also raise
earnings variability. Through acquired skills and regularly scheduled promotions,
some young workers may successfully work their way up the job ladder while
others move between jobs with diminished possibility for earnings growth. With
many more workers facing the prospect of more frequent moves between jobs, a
steady earnings path becomes less common. Similarly for older workers, the
inability to successfully negotiate earnings levels that are commensurate with their
old salaries results in significant earnings losses. There are indications o f large
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earnings losses of displaced workers particularly during the 1980s.
In their evaluation o f factors associated with increased earnings fluctuations,
Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) observed that much of the increase appears to be the
result o f very large increases in job changing rates. They also find this to be the
case across all education and age groups indicating that increased instability is more
widespread than just the difficulty that young workers face in settling down into
stable jobs.
Documenting changes in job stability over the last three decades, however,
has become a controversial exercise. Studies based on the PSID and the Current
Population Survey (CPS) generally yield disparate findings about the trends in job
stability in the US. For example, Gottschalk and M offitt's findings are disputed on
the grounds o f their generality. In his comments on Gottschalk and Moffitt’s
findings, William T. Dickens noted that in contrast to their calculations, the CPS
shows only a very small increase in job turnover rates in the 1980s, implying that
an analysis using the panel aspect o f the CPS might find that a substantially smaller
fraction of the reported increase in earnings variance is transitory.
Despite the controversy surrounding the trend in job stability, there is
consistent evidence in most data of increased job turnover among the less skilled
during the post 1980 period. Jaeger and Steven (1998) attempt to reconcile the
conflicting evidence between the data and find that, using their modified indicator
of job tenure, there is remarkable consistency between the data especially for less-
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educated men. Both datasets indicated substantial upward trend in the proportion o f
less-educated men with low tenure during the more recent years, suggesting that the
increased job instability o f the less-skilled in the 1980s may have contributed to the
increased volatility of their earnings.
To assess the role o f job instability in a framework o f the covariance
structure o f earnings of the previous sections, I compare parameter estimates for
job changers and job stayers separately. Individuals are assigned to one o f the two
sub-samples on the basis o f their response in 1993 to the question of the length of
their employment with the present employer. 'Job stayers' are defined as those
individuals who stayed with the present employer for more than the average
duration recorded in the data, while 'job changers' are those who stayed for less
than the same average. The estimates in Table 5 are obtained from running a
regression o f the type in Table 1 for the two groups.
The numbers indicate that while the estimates for the permanent variance
components are virtually identical, the estimate for the transitory variance for job
changers is substantially larger than the same for job stayers, i.e., 0.037 compared
to 0.024. In other words, tenure differences are not important in explaining
permanent differences among workers; the permanent variance is unaffected when
we split the data into stayers and movers, indicating that permanent differentials
among these workers are unrelated to tenure movements. These results also suggest
perhaps not surprisingly, that the increased tenure instability o f the 80s and the
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Table 5
Regression Estimates o f Transitory and Permanent Variances for the
Earnings o f 'Job Stayers' (Tenure > Average Tenure) and
'Job Changers' (Tenure < Average Tenure)

JOB STAYERS
Variable
Intercept
D
adj. R2

Coefficient
0.030(0.0005)
0.024(0.002)
0.34

JOB CHANGERS
Variable
Intercept
D

Coefficient
0.032(0.0007)
0.037(0.002)
0.43
....................
a d j,R 2.
Note: Samples are constructed from the PSID on the basis of the individual's
reported tenure with the present employer

early 90s has accounted for part o f the corresponding earnings instability o f less
skilled workers.

Unionization and Changes in Industrial Composition15

Another potential explanation for the observed increases in earnings
instability is the diminished influence of labor market institutions in the wagesetting process. Through the bargaining process, labor unions have the effect of
compressing pay differentials both among workers and over time. Empirical studies
find mixed results for the role o f labor market institutions in shaping the recent
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trends in the pay structure. Dinardo, Fortin, and Lemieux (1996) find that the
declining influence o f labor market institutions such as labor unions and the
minimum wage could explain an important portion of the total change in the pay
structure over the 1980s. Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) decompose the total
changes in the variance o f transitory earnings into changes in the composition of the
workforce across industry- union cells and changes in the transitory variance within
cells and find that changes in unionization only played a minor role in changing
earnings instability. The de-unionization of the 1980s was attributed to, among
other factors, to the shift towards a more service-oriented economy whose
workforce is not as suitable for union organizing efforts as production work.
To see the changes in union status for the low-skill PSID sample, I
summarized the proportion of respondents whose job is covered by a union
contract. The results in Figure 6 show that although the proportion o f respondents
whose job is covered by a union contract remained steady over the entire period,
there is a marked decline in union coverage especially after the early 1980s. Such a
decline is also accompanied by a corresponding rise in the proportion o f
respondents whose jobs are not covered by union contracts.

Figure 7 indicates a

modest shift towards non-manufacturing jobs especially during the second half of
the sample period. Previous studies have documented that manufacturing has
relatively stable earnings compared to the growing service sector. Although a direct
comparison o f transitory variances for the two groups is not available, there is
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Figure 6. Proportion o f Unionized and Non-Unionized Jobs: 1968-93. Proportions
are calculated from the repeated cross-sections o f the low-skill respon
dents in the PSID.
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Figure 7. Proportion o f Workers in Manufacturing: 1970-93. Percentages are
calculated out of the 947 total less-skilled respondents in each repeated
cross-section of the PSID. For the pre-1981 period, responses are
available only in two digit industry codes.
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graphical evidence that the changes in earnings fluctuations during the 1980s seem
to have coincided with de-unionization and a

modest shift towards non

manufacturing jobs during the same period.

Conclusions

This study examined the trends in the year-to-year variability o f the earnings
o f less skilled workers by analyzing a sample o f 479 individual-level annual
earnings that are continuously recorded for 23 years. Volatility o f earnings, as
measured by the variance of the transitory component o f earnings, increased
throughout the sample period. The sample is also split between the pre and post
1980 periods to see the timing patterns o f this change in the stability o f earnings. I
find that earnings became increasingly unstable in the second half of the sample
period than during the first. Indeed, instability appear to have diminished during the
early 70s, suggesting that declining stability of earnings are presumably caused by
changes that may have occurred during the 1980s. The estimates in this paper also
seem to support previous findings o f increased instability of earnings in the 80s for
all classes of workers, by approximately comparable magnitude.
The data are analyzed to account for the possibility that increased instability
could be mere reflections of normal macroeconomic business cycles that tend to
raise volatility in times of recession and reduce them during economic growth.
According to the estimates in this paper, periods o f economic expansion that
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occurred during the 1970s tend to improve the stability o f earnings, consistent with
what is expected. By contrast, earnings instability trended upward during the 1980s
despite what has come to be known as the (now second) longest peacetime
expansion on record.
It is interesting to note the similarity o f these findings to what is already
evident in the literature on poverty. The high growth years o f the 80s, unlike
similar previous expansions, failed to offset the incidence o f high poverty that
results from economic downturns. This is yet another indication o f the process of
fundamental transformations o f the low wage labor market o f the 80s and 90s
seemingly driven by forces common to the dynamics o f poverty as well as pay
instability.
The preceding findings suggest the occurrence o f fundamental shifts in the
labor market o f the 1980s. There are a number o f potential correlates to the
observed increase in the instability o f earnings. One such correlate examined in this
paper indicates that the observed instability o f earnings is more pronounced for
individuals with a work history characterized by frequent moves. Because tenure
instability has increased during the 1980s, the results in this paper confirm that the
increased job turnovers during this period can account for the corresponding rise in
the instability o f less skilled workers' earnings. Furthermore, although not as
pronounced as job tenures, the de-unionization o f the 1980s and the shift towards
non-manufacturing industries appear to be additional driving forces behind earnings
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instability.
There are important policy and research issues that are specifically
concerned with the earnings trends o f the less-skilled groups of society. Public
transfers in the form o f welfare assistance and various educational training
programs are designed to provide direct support to the low earnings potential of the
less skilled. A large amount o f policy research in this area is also devoted to issues
relating to the optimal design o f the welfare system and the development o f youth
training and internship programs.
It is evident, however, that from the standpoint of individual well being,
wage volatility also presents yet an additional challenge facing the less-educated
groups of society in particular. In view of the working poor's limited access to
credit and capital markets, earnings fluctuations have adverse consequences on
household standards of living that are comparable in effect to the consequences of
the marginally low earnings o f the same households. While the above findings point
to the need for further research to assess the determinants of instability, they are
also suggestive o f an important area that seems to have been overlooked in the
design o f income maintenance policies as well as academic research.
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Endnotes

1.
Throughout the paper the less-skilled are defined as individuals with no more
than a high school education.
2.

For a survey o f the literature, see Levy and Mumane (1992).

3. Attrition in the PSID has been significant-reaching about 50% by 1988.
Becketti and others (1988), and Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994) noted that the
attrition has been mainly related to observables and the sample weights have been
adjusted to reflect this, minimizing considerably the bias in selection.
4.
PSID as a whole, notwithstanding the high attrition rate, is regarded as a
probability sample o f US households. However, whether that representativeness
well extends to less skilled workers is not as evident. To test this, I compared the
time trend profiles o f earnings for the PSID sample o f low skilled workers against
the national average earnings o f production workers. The results (not reported)
indicate that but for the level differences, the two categories seem to exhibit
positive comovements.
5.
Murphy and Welch (1990) showed that such a specification fits empirical
earnings profiles quite well.
6.
See the appendix in Abowd and Card (1989) for a detailed description o f this
method.
7.
The optimum minimum distance estimator uses the inverse o f V as its
weighting matrix, where V is the matrix of fourth sample moments.
8.
The use of the identity matrix is equivalent to a nonlinear least squares
estimation of b such that, b = argmin(m - <p(b)y(m - <p(b)).
b

9.
For example, during the period between 1970 and 1980, the average gap at
lag 4 between the covariances and the variances was 0.12, while the same average
rose to 0.16 during the 1981-91 period, which is a 34% jum p.
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10. According to the US Department o f Commerce (1993), business cycle peaks
and troughs over the sample period are as follows:
Troughs
1970:Q4
1975:Q1
1980:Q3
1982:Q4
1991:Q1

Peaks
1969:Q4
1973:Q4
1980:Q1
1981 :Q3
1990Q3

11.

See, for example, Haider (1997).

12.

This definition implies, a i = (1/(JV _j))vi(r

2 -(<r2 / f ) where the bar over

T represents the average length of each observation, Y.. is the overall average and
a a2 is adjusted for the variance o f the transitory component by the correction term,
aV T .
13.

Where, <rI = o / aoZ, {i «J - 1)}£, (>'r - r )2 .

14. Abowd and Card (1989) and all the previously cited studies expanded on the
sim ple error components model in several ways. The most important o f these
include a random walk and a heterogeneous growth model with various low order
ARMA processes for the transitory component.
15. Direct Comparison between the these correlates and the findings from the
sample at hand are complicated due to the insufficient number o f observations from
the low skill sample that also have 23 years o f simultaneous data on job tenure or
union status. Instead, I used the cross sectional information from the PSID, taking
individual household heads that also satisfy the other requirements o f the sample.
The results that follow are, therefore, general observations regarding the overall
changes in the characteristics o f the sample across the years, and should be
interpreted accordingly.
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CHAPTER m

DYNAMIC CHARACTERIZATION OF AGGREGATE
UNSKILLED WAGES

Introduction

Unskilled wages in the United States decreased dramatically over time,
particularly during the 1980s and the 1990s. They declined both in real terms and
relative to the wages of more skilled workers.

Between 1979 and 1993, the real

hourly wages of male workers with twelve years o f schooling dropped by 20
percent and wage earnings differentials between high school and college graduates
rose by more than 10 percent.1
The two most widely cited explanations for the recent labor-market
performance of unskilled workers are skill-biased technological change and the
increased globalization of the U .S. economy.

Despite the vast literature in this

area, there appears to be little agreement among economists on the relative
contributions of international trade and technology.

Early empirical studies find

significant negative correlation between the relative wages of unskilled workers and
net imports o f durable goods as a percentage o f GNP (Boijas and Ramey, 1994).
Based on wage regressions, M urphy and Welch (1992) find that trade has increased
the wage differential between high school and college graduates by about 4 to 5
50
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percent. Other studies find that technological progress accounts for a substantial
part o f the changing wage structure (Feenstra and Hanson, 1997, Bound and
Johnson, 1992). The majority o f studies, however, seem to find the effect of trade
to be minimal and that the major driving force behind the recent trends in domestic
wages is technological progress.2
Part o f this divergence stems from researchers using different methodologies
that are empirically and, to a certain extent conceptually, distinct such that their
approach emphasizes one explanation or another. As discussed in the introduction
to Chapter I, the main methodological tool that appears in the literature is an
empirical version o f the Wolfgang F. Stolper and Paul A. Samuelson (1941)
theorem

which describes a mapping from prices determined externally in

international markets to prices determined internally in local labor markets.
Despite

major methodological

successes,

there remain

to be some

fundamental limitations to implementing the Stolper-Samuelson theorem to domestic
price and wage data. The most significant limitation is the inability to extract the
net response o f domestic prices to exogenous innovations in international trade and
hence the failure to attribute, unambiguously, domestic wage movements to changes
in the extent of trade. Krug man (1995), Freeman (1995), and Slaughter (1998),
among others, pointed out that in applying the Stolper-Samuelson theorem to
domestic price and wage data, these studies implicitly ignored the possibility o f
endogenous response o f prices to other exogenous sources. The question of how
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much international trade has contributed to observed changes in wages and how to
link exogenous shocks in the international trading equilibrium to domestic wages
seem to be areas that require more work.3
This chapter is an attempt to formulate a vector autoregressive framework
that analyzes the dynamic response o f U.S. production workers' wages to
innovations in international trade and technology. It is argued that a multiple timeseries approach to modeling labor market variables, in which the selection and
identification of variables are guided by explicit structural hypotheses,

is

appropriate for the identification of the structural shocks in trade and technology
that cause movements in wages.
The objective is to explain the aggregate behavior o f wages in relation to
relevant structural variables. As such there is no pretension o f testing the
implications of the Stolper-Samuelson theorem, as is often the case in many
industry-level micro studies. On the other hand, the scheme used to select and
identify structural relationships does not appear to contradict the essence o f
established theories. Evidently, the changing trend in aggregate unskilled wages is
an important part of the recent changes in the overall distribution, and the latter
constitutes a central theme in nearly all wage studies.
I use the vector autoregressive approach that relies on aggregative and
empirical relationships to identify the automatic responses o f wages to shocks in
trade and technology. I employ conventional measures o f trade flows, relative
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prices, and technology, where unexpected changes in these variables are presumed
to be reflections o f structural disturbances. In the vector autoregressive framework
that I discuss later, the responses o f domestic wages to shocks in international trade
and technology are extracted from the residuals o f a first stage regression o f wages,
trade, and technology on the lags o f all the variables in the system. As shown
below, the extraction of the structural shocks from the residuals relies on explicit
structural hypotheses that specifies the contemporaneous relationship among the
variables, thereby providing the theoretical basis to relate wage changes to
innovations in trade and technology. Once the structural system is identified, the
resulting

impulse

response

functions

and

variance

decompositions

yield

unambiguous responses of wages to innovations in trade and technology.
The construction and identification o f the vector autoregressive model are
outlined, respectively, in the second and third section.

Following a discussion o f

the first empirical results in the fourth section, I revisit the baseline assumptions in
the fifth section using alternative formulations including the factor contents
approach to trade and the role of innovations to technology in accelerating global
trade. I provide the conclusions in the last section.

The Vector Autoregressive Method

Traditional econometric analysis o f large-scale simultaneous models was
conducted in the U.S. by the Cowles Commission during the 1945-70 period. Such
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models are used for forecasting and policy analysis and their specification was
based on the prevailing Keynessian paradigm. The economic turbulence of the
1970s, following the global energy crisis and the declining significance o f the
Bretton-Woods system, led to the poor forecasting performance of the traditional
large-scale models. The prevailing Keynessian macro-modeling technique also came
under criticism for its failure to capture the true behavioral structure of the
economy.
The practice o f imposing identifying restrictions on the dynamic structure
was criticized on the grounds that economic theory is not very informative about the
restrictions to be imposed on the parameters and, consequently, the dynamic
multipliers derived from these restrictions are not consistent with the structure that
the models are attempting to explain. Sims (1980) pointed out the methodological
weaknesses o f traditional models and suggested instead the use of models whose
specification is rooted in the statistical properties o f the data under study. The
vector autoregressive (VAR) model o f Sims became a standard tool in the empirical
analysis o f economy-wide variables. The resulting impulse response functions and
variance decompositions are then taken as the dynamic responses of variables in the
empirical model.
The basic elements o f a vector autoregression begin by representing a set of
n economic variables in a vector X , o f stochastic processes and possessing a finite
order (p) autoregressive representation:
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(1) X , = B 0X t + B^X,_x +... + B pX t_p +£,
where, Bi (/ > 0) is an n* order matrix of coefficients of the dynamic structural
parameters,

the

matrix

B0 represents

the

structural

parameters

on

the

contemporaneous relationships, and the disturbance term has an independent
multivariate normal distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix Q , i.e., e,
is a normally distributed vector white noise process, e t * f W ( 0 , Q ) . The vector
auto regressive representation o f equation (1) is
(2) X , = AtX'_, +... + ApX,_p + ut ,
where, ut *= VWN(0,T) and A, = ( I - B oy xB,, i = 1

is a nonlinear function

of the contemporaneous and the dynamic structural parameters.
The errors in (2) are not assumed to be contemporaneously uncorrelated.
The interpretation and identification of the impulse response functions and variance
decompositions therefore requires innovations that are suitably orthogonalized.
There are different ways o f orthogonalizing the innovations. In traditional VAR
estimation it is customary to transform the system o f equations in (2) such that the
error covariance matrix o f the system is diagonal. This procedure is based on
calculating a Choleski decomposition of the covariance matrix o f the errors in (2).
As Cooley and LeRoy (1985) showed, however, this way o f decomposing the
covariance matrix actually implies a recursive structure that is difficult to reconcile
with economic theory.
This criticism led to the development of a structural vector autoregressive
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approach by Bemanke (1986), Sims (1986), and Blanchard and W atson (1986). By
transforming the reduced- form vector autoregressive model into a system of
behaviorally

interpretable

equations,

the

structural

approach

to

vector

autoregression provides a means to blend economic theory with traditional multiple
time-series analysis. This chapter is an attempt to use this aspect o f the structural
model in the selection of labor m arket variables and the explicit identification o f the
structural shocks that are associated with movements in wages, prices, and
technology.
Structural

VAR

models

proceed

by

imposing

restrictions

on

the

contemporaneous relations matrix B0 and the covariance matrix o f the structural
disturbances in f i . In Bemanke (1986) and Sims (1986) the focus is to derive a set
of orthogonal disturbances that are viewed as behaviorally distinct sources of
fluctuations.
The structural disturbances in equation (1) are related to the reduced-form
VAR errors in equation (2) through the system o f equations,
(3) u, = ( I - B oy le lt
from which Bemanke's basic structural form can be restated as,
(3)'

ut = B 0ut + e t .

Equation (3)' is a structural system which relates VAR-based innovations to the
unobserved structural disturbances in e t . In the structural VAR approach, the
unknown parameters in B0 are identified by imposing a number o f restrictions that
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are consistent with explicit structural hypotheses about the variables. These
restrictions will reduce the number o f unknown structural parameters to be less than
o r equal to the number o f distinct parameters in the estimated covariance matrix,
I . The parameters in (3)' are then estimated by the method o f moments by
equating the population moments implied by the structural model to the sample
moments o f the VAR residuals. Specifically, from (3) it follows that,
(4)

u,u, = ( I - B 0)"' e ,£,'((/ - B 0y 1)'

and the covariance matrix o f the innovations from the reduced-form VAR is,
(5)

E = E[utu, ] = ( / - B 0)'■ Q ((/ - B 0)~l )

where, E is the unconditional expectations operator. Finally, writing (5) in its
equivalent form we obtain,

(6)

n = ( I - B 0) £ ( I - B 0) .
Estimates o f the covariance matrix, 1 , are obtained from the reduced-form

VAR in (2) and these, in turn, are used in equation (6) to derive estimates o f f i
a.:d B0. In general, however, there are more parameters to be recovered from f i
and B0 than the number o f estimated parameters in E , i.e., (6) is not identified.
F or a maximum of n2 elements in B0 and n ( n + l ) / 2 in f 2 , the system is
underidentified by n2 elements. A common practice is to begin by assuming that the
primitive structural disturbances in each equation emanate from different sources;
hence it is natural to cast them as uncorrelated, i.e ., Q is diagonal. W ith Q
restricted to be diagonal (and unit diagonals in B0), there are n(n-l)/2 remaining
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restrictions to be imposed on the contemporaneous relationships among the
variables. As illustrated in the next section, identification in structural VAR models
is based on explicit structural relationships that yield 'behaviorally interpretable'
impulse response functions and variance decompositions. The identification scheme
used in this chapter is appropriate for a model in which the number o f parameters is
equal to the number o f distinct elements in £ .

Identification in a Model of Wages, Prices, and Technology

In this section I explore the empirical strategies that are employed to extract
the dynamic responses of wages, W, to structural shocks in trade, G, and
technology, K. I begin with a benchmark specification in which product prices are
not affected by current innovations in other contemporaneous variables. The model
mimics traditional price studies that attempt to infer a Stolper-Samuelson type effect
from product prices.
Consider the reduced-form equations that can be written in the form of
equation (2) above,
(2)

X , = A , X t_, +... + ApX t_p +u, ,

where, ut = (uf , u tk ,u ? ) ’ is a vector of the respective reduced form errors from the
first stage regression, and the variables in X, = (G„K„ WJ ’ include respectively,
the chain-weighted index o f the GDP deflator relative to the import price index,
chain-weighted data on investment in information technology relative to total fixed
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investment, and real hourly earnings o f production workers. I use six lags o f each
variable in the VAR, the lag length as chosen by the Akaike information criterion
(AIC), where the multivariate Q-statistics indicates white noise disturbances for a
lag of six. All variables are measured on a quarterly basis, spanning the period
1964 through the fourth quarter o f 1997 and are expressed in log-levels.4
As is well known, the reduced-form errors in (2) above have little economic
significance as they are functions o f the structural shocks: u, = ( / - B0) ' e , , where
variables are as defined above. Furthermore, without restricting the contempo
raneous relationships, the system is underidentified. One way to recover the
structural parameters from a just-identified system is to write the system in (3)' as,
(7)

uf = ef

(8)

u kt = b t f + e kt

(9)

u? = b 2u f + b 3u f + £?.
The system in (7)-(9) is a recursive contemporaneous structural model that is

consistent with a Choleski decomposition discussed earlier. However, as shown
below, the explicit structural hypotheses underlying each equation do not appear to
allow experimenting with alternative orderings. Equation (7) states that the
unexpected movements in international equilibrium prices are due to the response to
structural shocks to those prices. In other words, within the quarter, innovations to
the international trading prices are purely structural, determined as the outcome o f
competition in the world product markets, and are not caused by innovations to the
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other domestic variables. One can envision shocks to world competitive prices as
arising from international supply disturbances, shocks to productivity, or changes in
domestic and/or foreign political barriers to trade. In the system o f equations in 79, these shocks are set as purely structural disturbances.
Equation (8) implies that unexpected movements in high technology
investment within the quarter can be due to two factors: the response to unexpected
movements in the international competitive price, captured by b}u f , and the
response to technical innovations in investment in technology captured by e tk . The
equation casts the rate o f investment in information technology as a problem in
resource allocation facing the firm. In (8) the rate o f investment is allowed to
respond to current innovations in relative prices, akin to the notion of endogenous
technology, where movements in product prices influence the choice o f techniques.
Because changes in product prices are assumed to be the results of structural
shocks in international trade, the assumption of endogenous technology implies that
trade liberalization increases the profitability of high technology investment. Such
investment favors industries that are intensive in skilled labor, resulting in a decline
in the demand for and the wage paid for unskilled workers. One can view this as
the process o f capital flight towards the skill intensive sectors away from the
traditional sectors that are intensive in their use of unskilled labor. In the process,
the marginal product of labor in the skill intensive sector increases while the
marginal product, and hence the wage rate, o f the unskilled labor declines.5
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Consistent with the basic Stolper-Samuelson relationship, Equation (9) ties
wages to product prices and technology. It expresses the dynamics of wages as
governed by three sources: unexpected changes in product prices, captured by
b2u f , unexpected movements in technology, captured by b ,u ‘ , and responses to
structural disturbances in wages.

Empirical Analysis

In this section I present the estimated structural parameters, variance
decompositions, and impulse response functions from the benchmark specification
o f the structural VAR representation that includes the relative domestic price,
investment in information technology, and production wages. In subsequent
sections, I address the limitations o f price-based studies by also including a measure
o f trade flows in a model that allows for the endogeneity o f innovations in domestic
prices. As explained below, this way o f reformulating the model can capture the
effect on prices of changes in the volume o f trade. I also relax the assumption of
endogenous techniques and instead consider the consequences o f allowing a
contemporaneous effect o f shocks to technology on trade.
Estimates for the structural parameters for the models in 7-9 are given in the
top panel o f Table 6. M ost estimates appear to be significant. The negative
parameter estimate on the effect o f price innovations on investment, i.e., the
estimate on b u does seem to sit well with the endogenous technology hypothesis
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Table 6
Parameter Estimates From the Just-identified Structural Models
Model I: (Equations 7-9)

uf = -0 .2 2 uf + ef
(0.08)
uf = 0.09uf —0 . 036 m * + <
(0 . 02)
(0 .02)___________
Model II: (Equations 10-13)______
uq = e q
uf = - 0.021/,’ + f f
(0.07)
m* = 0.061/; -0.191/; + e f
(0.056)
(0.08)
u f = -0.012uf +0.099uf -0 .0 2 5 i/; + e f
(0.015)_______ (0.02)_______ (0.02)
Model III: ( Equations 14-17)

uf =0.268uf + e f
(0.055)
uf = -o.24w ; -o .o o 2i/; +£•;
(0.07)
(0.108)
i/,w = -0.0261/,* -0.011 m; + 0.099 m; +£,'•'
__________________ (0.015)
(0.023)
(0.024)__________________
Notes: The estimates come from a just-identified structural VAR that includes
relative prices (g), import quantities relative to domestic output (q), investment in
high-technology capital (£), and real hourly wages o f production or non-supervisory
workers (w). All variables are expressed in log-levels and parameters are estimated
with six lags. Standard errors are in parenthesis. Estimates are obtained from a
RATS adaptation o f Bemanke’s (1986) program as written by James Fackler.
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outlined earlier. Furthermore, the response o f wages to the contemporaneous
innovations in prices and high-technology investment seem to point in the right
direction, albeit the rather low t-ratio on the latter estimate. The estimate on the
contemporaneous effect on unskilled wages o f investment in high technology
capital, b3, is negative, as one would expect, while positive price innovations are
directly related to wages. More importantly, this latter effect suggests that structural
factors that have a favorable effect on the relative international competitiveness o f
the

US

economy,

reflected

as

negative

price

innovations,

have

adverse

consequences on unskilled wages.
The dynamic wage response functions for unit shocks to prices and
technology for 24 quarters are given, respectively, in Figures 8 and 9 .6 The
dynamic response of wages to innovations in the price level is given in Figure 8.
The figure shows that the effect of a unit shock in relative prices on wages persists
for 20 or more quarters. The impact is built for 10 consecutive quarters at which
point the price shock ha* its maximum impact on wages.

Figure 9 charts the 24-

quarter impulse responses of a unit innovation in technology on wages. In contrast
to the effect o f prices, wages continue to drop and remain below the pre-shock level
for a substantial period of time. The maximum impact occurs at 11 quarters with
the effect lasting for 24 quarters or more. Unlike the response o f wages to prices
that appears to be immediate, a full six month period elapses before the shocks in
technology are transmitted into wage responses, implying that although technology
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Figure 8. Wage Responses to Unit Shocks in Relative Prices, Model I.
Notes: Estimates are from a structural VAR where all data are expressed in loglevels. The dotted lines below and above the point estimates are the 5% and 95%
error bands from 1000 Monte Carlo replications. The RATS adaptation of
B em anke's (1986) program is written by James Fackler.

shocks have little contemporaneous effect on wages, they remain influential at
longer horizons.
The two most important points that emerge from Figures 8 and 9 are that
relative prices have an immediate as well as somewhat long-term effect on wages
and that technological innovations are more influential at longer horizons.
These two observations are also supported by the variance decompositions
reported in Table 7. According to the results reported in Table 7, relative prices
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Figure 9.

Wage Responses to Unit Shocks in Investment in Information
Technology. Notes: See Figure 8.

explain a greater preponderance o f the forecast error variance in wages at all
horizons. By contrast, that portion o f the forecast error variance in wages that is
explained by innovations to technology is statistically significant only c«fter the 11*
quarter, reflecting once again that the effect of technological innovations on wages
is felt only in the long run and remains to be important for a substantial period o f
time. The table also indicates that compared to technology, relative prices explain a
greater proportion o f the forecast error variance in wages at all horizons.
This observation, however, is somewhat dampened by the rapid increase and
persistence of the contribution o f technology to the variance in wages towards the
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Table 7
Decomposition of the Variance o f Wages

Innovations to
Quarter

Wages Price

Technology

2

78.3(7.9

17.3(6.9)

4.4(4.6)

4

70.9(8.9)

20.8(7.6)

8.3(6.2)

6

65.8(9.6)

23.4(8.1

10.8(7.1)

8

61.7(10.1)

25.3(8.4

13.0(7.6)

10

58.1(10.4)

26.7(8.7

15.3(8.1)

12

54.8(10.5)

27.7(8.8

17.6(8.4)

14

51.8(10.5)

28.3(8.8

19.9(8.6)

16

49.3(10.3)

28.5(8.7

22.2(8.6)

Notes: Entries show the percentage o f forecast error variance of wages at different
horizons attributable to innovations in production wages, relative prices, and
investment in information technology. Standard errors are in parenthesis. All data
are expressed in log-levels.

more distant quarters.
These numbers tend to support the view that, unlike many previous studies
that find little importance for the role of trade in affecting domestic wages,
international competition is a significant underlying factor in explaining the recent
trends in wages. Furthermore, whereas the impact on wages of shocks to trade has
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both instantaneous as well as long run significance, technological shocks, not
surprisingly, are translated into wage responses only at longer horizons and
continue to exhibit persistent effects on wages for several periods.
T he validity of these conclusions, however, rests in part on the benchmark
assumptions underlying the specification and identification of the VAR model. In
what follows I revisit those assumptions and contrast the results with the
specification outlined above by relaxing each o f the assumptions. In particular, I
assess the implications for the wage response functions estimated above o f allowing
domestic prices and wages to respond to the volume o f trade as measured by the
chain-weighted index of imports relative to the domestic output. Also, to what
extent do the results depend on the assumption of endogenous choice o f techniques?
To preem pt the results of the next section, the answers to these questions reveal
additional insights that would qualitatively augment the importance o f international
trade in influencing the trend in wages.

Robustness in the Model of W ages, Prices, and Technology

Prices Versus the Factor Contents of Trade

As outlined in the previous sections, the Stolper-Samuelson theorem is a
mapping from product prices, determined in the international product markets, to
factor prices, set in the local labor markets. The mandated wage regression is an
empirical construct that is designed to capture this link between prices and wages.
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Studies attempting to isolate the wage effects o f the increased globalization o f the
1980s and 1990s routinely apply this framework as a practical approximation to the
Stolper-Samuelson theorem.
The factor contents approach to modeling the effects of trade, on the other
hand, focuses on changes in the effective supply o f labor embodied in the quantity
o f imported merchandize as the primary mechanism by which the relative domestic
demand for unskilled labor, and hence the wage rate, declines. Since imports are
intensive in unskilled labor relative to domestic production, expanded trade flows
lead to an effective increase in the supply o f unskilled labor, which, coupled with
the increased demand for skill, puts a downward pressure on the relative wages o f
unskilled domestic workers. This emphasis on the relative effective supply o f
unskilled labor is mainly espoused by labor economists (See, for example, Berman,
Bound, & Griliches, 1993).
Both the mandated wage regressions and the factor content approaches,
however, are the subjects of considerable controversy.7

The factor content

approach was severely criticized by trade economists; chief among them is Learner
(1994), who finds studies based on trade quantity as 'substantially at odds with the
Stolper-Samuelson theorem.' Learner argues that it is exogenous product prices
rather than endogenous output quantities that determine the relative factor prices in
the domestic economy. Quantity based studies find substantial impact o f trade on
wages. Bhagwati (199S) metaphorically dismisses these findings that to claim that
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quantity data point towards trade as the major force behind wages is 'to say that in
a production o f Hamlet, only the Prince was missing, all else was fine!'
Quantity studies stress that despite the increased globalization o f the 1980s,
product prices (of imports in terms o f export goods) have remained roughly
constant, challenging the premise o f using relative price movements as the vehicle
for the transmission o f international competition to local factor markets.8 Adrian
Wood (1994) argues, for example, that import competition has already driven many
low wage industries out o f existence that using the changes in those prices as proxy
for increased international competition rather misses the point.
Krugman (1995) attempts to reconcile the two approaches by pointing out
that whether one adopts the mandated wage methodology or the factor contents
approach, the appropriate question to be addressed should be what product prices
and wages would have been if the scale o f globalization had remained unchanged.
In this view, therefore, the behavior of product prices depends crucially on the
volume o f trade.9 As before, however, inferring the net change in product prices
that are attributable to increased globalization remains to be problematic.
In an attempt to avoid the problem of price endogeneity, several studies
have designed models that allow for other exogenous factors as potential
determinants o f domestic prices. Some recent examples include Haskel and
Slaughter (1999) for the U .K . and Feenstra and Hanson (1998) for the U .S., who
reformulated the basic Stolper-Samuelson relationship in different ways. Haskel and
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Slaughter, for example, specify a model in which domestic price changes and total
factor productivity (TFP) are linked to a set o f underlying factors such as the extent
o f foreign competition. The contribution o f these underlying factors are calculated
first and, in a second stage, these contributions are regressed on factor-cost shares,
where the coefficients are interpreted as wage changes mandated by the underlying
forces working through changes in prices and TFP. While computerization has no
clear effect on wages, Haskel and Slaughter find that domestic prices were the
major force behind the rise in inequality in the UK in the 1980s. This finding,
however, does not translate into a significant trade effect on wages because of the
weak link between domestic prices and international price changes, leaving the
question o f identification open.
These studies suggest that analyzing the Stolper-Samuelson effect is not as
forthright as predicting the effect o f a given change in product prices on wages.
Product prices may also reflect changes that would have occurred even in the
absence o f trade flows. The net effect o f these changes on prices might have
magnified or reversed the trade effects. It is therefore necessary to allow product
prices to respond to changes in trade flows.
The structural VAR developed in this paper provides a means to account for
the price effects that are attributable to the increased flow of trade. This implies
allowing for contemporaneous effects o f the volume o f trade (imports measured
relative to domestic output) on relative domestic prices. An advantage of
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reformulating the structural VAR in this way is that it nests the product price
approach in a more general model that also allows prices to respond to changes in
trade flows.
Continuing to use u and e to indicate, respectively, the VAR innovations and
the structural shocks, a just-identified VAR o f the four variables is described by the
following set o f equations, all expressed in innovations form (i.e., with the lags
swept by a first-stage reduced-form VAR):
( 10)
(11)

u f = b ,u q +ef

(12)

Uj = b2u? + b3u? + e f .

(13)

u? = bAu? + bsu f +

+ e? ,

where, the superscript q now stands for the quantity of imports measured relative to
domestic output. Equation (10) implies that innovations in trade flows are solely
due to pure disturbances that may reflect changes in barriers to trade or tastes.
Equation (11) allows for innovations in good's prices to respond now to unexpected
movements in trade flows and other structural disturbances. The behavior o f wages
is captured by equation (13), where as before innovations to wages depend
contemporaneously on all the system variables but now including the volume of
trade.
The system in 10-13 has now ten unknown parameters (including the four
structural variances) to be estimated from ten distinct covariances; hence it is a just-
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identified system that lends itself to similar estimation techniques discussed earlier.
As before, the first step is equation by equation estimation o f the coefficients of the
VAR system. The second step involves matching the covariances implied by the
structural model to the estimated covariances.
The parameter estimates, together with the associated standard errors, for
the structural model are given in the middle panel of Table 6. The estimates for
most parameters seem to be reasonable and qualitatively similar to the structural
estimates for the benchmark specification. Admittedly, inference is muted due to
the rather low t-ratios for many of the estimates. The direction o f response in many
o f these estimates is encouraging however. The contemporaneous effect of
innovations to trade flows on domestic relative prices, the estimate on bx, suggests
that (positive) innovations to trade put a downward pressure on relative domestic
prices. This is consistent with what one might expect given that increased trade
flows affect unskilled wages primarily through their (negative) effect on domestic
prices. The other estimates also appear to easily lend themselves to structural
interpretations. The coefficient estimates on bA and b6, in particular, seem to be
indicative of the wage-depressing effects o f increased trade flows and investment in
high-technology capital. Finally, the estimate on b5 appears to support the earlier
observation that the international competitive position of the U.S. economy is
indeed inversely related to movements in unskilled wages.
The impulse response functions from the four-variable structural VAR are
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given in Figures 10 through 12. The dynamic response of wages to structural
shocks in trade flows (Figure 10) shows that six months pass before wages respond
(negatively) and that the effect persists over several more quarters. Furthermore,
the contemporaneous effect on wages of structural shocks to relative prices (Figure
11) continues to be significant at all horizons, suggesting once again that increased
global competitiveness o f the US economy, as measured by the decrease in US
prices relative to import prices, translates into a negative wage effect. By contrast,
the effect o f structural shocks to technology on wages (Figure 12) appears to be
significant and negative only between the six through the tenth quarters.
Much in line with the benchmark results, these observations seem to suggest

20

Figure 10. Wage Responses to Unit Shocks in Import Quantity.
Note: See Figure 8.
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Figure 11. Wage Responses to Unit Shocks in Relative Prices, M odel II.
Note: See Figure 8.

a somewhat primary role o f trade in explaining the recent trends in unskilled wages.
Whether one reads the wage effects from quantity flows, which presumably work
through trade-induced changes in relative "effective" factor supplies, or from
relative prices, that tend to reflect changes in the competitiveness o f domestically
produced goods, international trade remains to be an important factor behind the
observed changes in the wages o f unskilled workers.

Exogenous Innovations in Technology

The system o f equations in 10-13 implies that innovations to technology
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Figure 12. Wage Responses to Unit Shocks in Technology, Model I.
Note: See Figure 8.

have no contemporaneous effect on the international equilibrium prices. Instead,
changes in product prices are assumed to have an immediate impact on high
technology investment on information capital. However, innovations to information
technology also bring about speedy reductions in transport and c o m r unications
costs that facilitate trading among regions. This implies that shocks to technology
may have an immediate positive impact in accelerating the pace o f globalization.
F or instance, the contemporaneous change in relative prices with respect to
technology, estimated from a regression o f quarterly changes in prices on quarterly
changes in technology, is significantly higher than the same estimate obtained from
a regression using annual changes- a t-ratio of -1.99 versus -0.99. In terms o f our
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model, this suggests the inclusion o f shocks to technology in equation 10 and 11.
However, in this case, identification can only be achieved by turning technological
shocks into pure structural shocks. There is probably no convincing way to prefer
one approach to the other. One may therefore choose to be agnostic and re-estimate
the system with technological shocks now standing as pure structural shocks and
anticipate less drastic changes in the main conclusions of the previous sections.
Following the identification scheme from

the previous sections and

technological shocks now appearing as pure structural shocks, the system in
innovations form can be stated as,
(14)
(15)

uf=by+e?

(16)

u f = b2u f + b2u f + e f .

(17)

u f = b y , + b y + b6u f + e f .

The results o f this exercise are reported in the bottom panel of Table 6 and in
Figures 13 through 15.

The negative estimate on the contemporaneous effect of

investment in information capital on relative prices, i.e., the coefficient estimate on
suggests that such investment lowers domestic goods' prices relative to foreign
prices.

Other estimates show that the direction and magnitude o f wage-responses

from system variables are still retained.

The impulse responses in Figures 13

through 15 still preserve the primary importance of the trade variables, as opposed
to investments in technology, as the driving forces behind wage movements.
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Figure 14. Wage Responses to Unit Shocks to the Volume o f Trade.

Perceiving trade as an outcome induced by contemporaneous innovations in
technology did not qualitatively change the results. The dynamic response o f wages
to shocks in relative prices (Figure IS) builds to its maximum at 9 quarters and
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Figure 15. W age Responses to Unit Shocks in Relative Prices, Model III.

continues to be significant for over 20 quarters. By contrast Figure 13 shows that
more than one quarter elapses before wages respond to a shock in technology and
the effect on wages becomes insignificant after 12 quarters.

Conclusions

This chapter is an attempt to characterize the dynamic responses of
production

w orker's wages to structural shocks in international trade and

investment in technology. It lays down a framework that nests the standard
measures o f trade, technology, and unskilled wages in a system that admits
reasonably 'behavioral' interpretation o f those shocks. By extracting structural
shocks from a well-defined system o f equations, the chapter addresses the most
common problem o f linking domestic wage changes to innovations in international
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trade and technology.
A benchmark specification o f the model, in which shocks to relative prices
are set as purely structural shocks, indicates that movements in unskilled wages are
inversely related to innovations in the relative international competitive position of
the domestic economy.

On the other hand, the rate o f investment in high

technology capital is shown to have a wage-depressing effect, at least in the long
run. Comparing the three dynamic wage response functions, however, reveals that
shocks to product prices have a relatively stronger and lasting effect on wages.
Traditional price regressions focus on an empirical formulation of the equi
librium relationship between unit prices and factor returns.

Profit maximization

dictates that once product prices are disturbed due to exogenous pressures the
subsequent adjustment to long-run equilibrium implies a corresponding change in
factor payments.

Inference is made by comparing actual changes in factor

payments to the equilibrium outcome.
The implicit assumption that price changes are solely due to international
competitive pressures, however, is untenable. Many studies take this fact into
account by allowing product prices to be determined endogenously. Viewed from
this perspective, the volume o f trade becomes one such key element in the
transmission o f international competitive pressures to the domestic factor markets.
Krugman (1995) stresses that inferring the wage effects o f price changes calls for
first accounting for the effects on those prices o f changes in the volume of trade.
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Once one realizes that goods prices also reflect other influences, the volume of
trade becomes a crucial piece o f evidence in analyzing the impact o f trade on
wages.
After allowing current innovations in the relative flow of imports to be
linked to movements in goods' prices, this paper finds that the volume o f trade is
significantly related to movements in wages in magnitudes comparable to the effects
of relative prices on wages. Wages are shown to decrease with increases in quantity
as well as investment in technology. On the other hand, wages tend to respond
significantly with movements in relative prices in all models, suggesting that the
recent improvements in the relative international competitiveness o f the economy
probably come at a cost for the unskilled. In most specifications, however, the role
o f technology is secondary at best.
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Endnotes

1. Freeman (1995), Burtless (1995), Katz and Murphy(1992), among others,
contain excellent documentation and analysis o f the changes in the US wage
structure.
2. Dinapoulos and Segerstrom (1999) refer to a report on the Economist
(September 28, 1996 p. 28) that economists polled at a 1995 New York Federal
Reserve conference concur by a margin of four to one that technology was more
important than trade in explaining the widening wage inequality.
3. See Mathew Slaughter (1998) for an extensive survey o f the limitations of
product price studies.
4. Bemanke and Mihov (1996) note that the level specification yields consistent
estimates whether the variables are cointegrated or not, whereas a difference
specification is inconsistent if some variables are cointegrated. Sims, Stock, and
Watson (1990) point out that the practice of attempting to transform models to
stationary form by difference or cointegration operators whenever it appears
likely that the data are integrated is in many cases unnecessary.
5. See, for example, Beaudry and G reen's (1998) exposition o f the process o f
capital flight to the high tech sectors in the face o f increased educational
attainment of the population. See also Dinopoulos and Segerstrom 's (1999)
Schumpeterian version o f the SS theorem where trade liberalization increases
R&D investment and the rate of technological change.
6. Ben Bemanke's GAUSS program was adapted to RATS to estimate the
structural model by the method o f moments. The program is written by James
Fackler. I thank M ark Wheeler for providing me with the program.
7. See Gottschalk and Smeeding (1997) for a survey.
8. However, it should be pointed out that, there is little unanimous agreement
among economists on the behavior o f domestic prices during the 1980s.
9. See Gottschalk and Smeeding (1997) for such an interpretation of Krugm an's
arguments.
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CHAPTER IV

MAJOR FINDINGS AND LESSONS FOR POLICY

Individual Unskilled Wages

The analysis o f covariance structures o f household earnings is based on the
earnings o f male household heads with a completed level o f education not more
than twelve years. The earnings data are for all heads in the PSID who reported
non-zero earnings during the sample period. This selection procedure excludes
female household heads and ignores individuals with no earnings in any given year.
W hile this suppresses a potentially significant source o f information, it also
has the desirable effect of minimizing the estimated earnings fluctuations that arise
due to m ore frequent exit and entry into the labor market. Hence, at least in this
respect, the estimates in this paper may be regarded as lower-bound estimates o f
earnings fluctuations.
The sample covariance matrix is constructed from 11496 person-year
observations comprising 479 individuals that satisfy the sample restrictions. First,
individual log earnings are regressed on a polynomial in age o r experience. A total
of 24 regressions produced the residuals that are later used in the construction o f
the covariance matrix. The empirical covariance estimates are used in a simple
fashion to approxim ate the transitory variance over each sample year. T he first
82
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approximations yield graphical evidence that transitory variances -our measure o f
earnings instability- have increased especially during the later years o f the sample.
In the literature, there is some evidence o f general countercyclicality o f transitory
variances, rising during times o f recession and falling during expansions. This
appears not to be the case for the unskilled sample studied in this section. The
occurrence o f increasingly unstable earnings during long years o f economic
expansion suggests that instability is m ore than a mere cyclical phenomenon.
The results from estimating the simple error components model indicates
that during the sample period transitory variances grew at an average annual rate of
0.0047 per year. Moreover, the growth o f transitory variances is shown to be more
rapid during the second half o f the sample years than during the first.
However, given the restrictive assumptions underlying the simple descrip
tive models, the findings above not fully justified. The assumption underlying the
canonical error components model, for example, do not allow for calendar-time
variation in the variances and the covariances. Also, it is shown in many previous
studies that transitory earnings follow a more complex ARMA process than the
predictions o f the simple model.
The sample moments are then parameterized in an 'embellished' error
components model that allows time variation in the parameters as well as serially
correlated transitory variances. The estimates indicate that there is evidence o f a
strong individual component o f earnings as well as a serially correlated transitory
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component that exhibits a degree o f persistence. Estimates for the year-specific
factors (the factor loadings) on the variance o f the transitory component appear to
be countercyclical, once again, during the post-1980 period. During most o f the
1975-80 period, for example, the estimates on the transitory factor loadings have
consistently declined and even became statistically insignificant for most o f the
period. The post-1980 period, on the other hand is characterized by a series o f
statistically significant and rising estimates for the transitory variances, despite the
booming economy of the late 80s.
This section also extends the analysis to the possible role of observable
sample characteristics in explaining the rising transitory variances. This is done by
evaluating the roles of variations in annual hours of work, hourly earnings, job
stability, the distribution of union jobs, and the industrial composition o f jobs. The
data are then reconstructed by decomposing total annual earnings into the selfreported annual hours and the implied average annual wages. The estimates from
the covariance analysis of hours and hourly earnings indicate that the transitory
variances for hourly earnings are significant and higher in the post-1980 period than
in the prior years. Hours instability, on the other hand, seem to be high and
significant throughout the sample period, showing no distinctive trend during the
post-1980 period.
To analyze the role of job stability, the sample is divided into two groupsjob stayers and job changers- on the basis o f an individual's reported length o f
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employment (in 1993) with the present employer. The estimates on the permanent
variance o f earnings for the two groups are virtually identical, a reassuring result as
there is no reason to expect differences. By contrast, the estimate on the transitory
variance for job changers is substantially larger than the same for job stayers, i.e.,
0.037 compared to 0.024. Finally, the analyses o f union coverage and the
proportion o f workers in manufacturing point to a rather modest shift towards nonunionized and non-manufacturing jobs.

Aggregate Unskilled Wages

The analysis o f aggregate unskilled wage trends is concerned with
evaluating the wage impacts of the recent changes in computerization (or the rate o f
investment in information technology) and increased international trade and
competition. The growing wage gap between skilled and unskilled workers, and in
particular, the substantial decline in wage levels for the latter are extensively
documented. Academic research in this area, however, remains divided on the
explanations o f the causes and the policy prescriptions offered.
The analysis begins with a review o f the methodological tool that is often
applied in wage studies. The Stolper-Samuelson theorem is the underlying
theoretical construct in many of the 'm andated' wage regressions that attempt to
relate observed wage changes to the corresponding changes in international trade
and technology. One limitation o f these regressions emphasized in this study is the
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inability to extract exogenous trade shocks from domestic prices. Unless one also
properly accounts for the various factors that also affect prices, inferring wage
changes from price changes does not seem to be the reasonable approach.
An appropriately specified vector autoregression provides a unique way of
identifying structural shocks from product prices and technology that can be further
analyzed to infer the dynamic response o f wages to shocks in other structural
factors. In the models specified in this study, innovations in domestic prices relative
to import prices are assumed to be reflections o f structural forces such as changes
in foreign or domestic political barriers to trade, international supply disturbances,
or shocks to labor productivity. Innovations to this variable capture, therefore,
changes in the international competitive position o f domestically produced goods
relative to goods produced abroad.
A benchmark vector autoregressive model is specified that includes wages,
relative prices, and technology. Innovations to relative prices are envisioned as pure
structural shocks. On the other hand, wages and investment in technology respond
to current innovations in relative prices. The estimated structural parameters as well
as the dynamic wage response functions seem to lend themselves to structural
interpretations. Whereas investment in technology yields a long-run

wage-

depressing effect, changes in the relative competitiveness o f the domestic economy
have a favorable effect on the rate o f investment in technology. Estimates o f wages
responses from the benchmark model are striking. Favorable structural shocks that
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tend to improve the relative competitiveness o f domestic goods induce negative
wage responses.
This should not be unexpected. As is the case in the previous literature,
production labor epitomizes the relatively unskilled and hence the scarce factor in
the U.S. economy. Opening up the domestic economy, which is assumed to be
relatively abundant in skilled labor, favors the skilled relative to the unskilled
factor. The negative wage response to global competition appears to be consistent
with this prediction o f the Stolper-Samuelson theorem.
The estimates also reveal that compared to technology, trade accounts for a
greater proportion and a somewhat pervasive effect on wages. In other words,
looking at the trend in unskilled wages alone, we find global competition as the
more important factor.
Examining unskilled wages in isolation serves two purposes. First, it is
necessary to note that the bulk of the growing inequality is caused by changes in the
lower part o f the distribution. Wages at the lower end dropped not only relative to
skilled wages but also in absolute terms. Second, the downside o f increasing
inequality is indeed the falling absolute wages in the lower part o f the distribution.
Knowing what is important for this part of the distribution paves the way towards
designing appropriate private and public responses to cope with falling real wages.
Accounting for the possible endogeneity of prices to the volume o f trade did
not qualitatively change the results. Inference from the structural model is now
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somewhat muted due to the rather low t-ratios for few of the estimates. However,
the dynamic wage response to innovations in relative prices and technology are
unchanged. Whether one reads the wage effects from quantity flows or prices,
international competition remains to be an important factor behind the observed
changes in the wages of production labor.

Lessons for Policy

In the end, the question of trade versus technology is perhaps a bogus
dichotomy and it is the consequences o f unstable earnings and falling real wages
that are the objects of public and private concerns. The evidence on earnings
instability and falling real wages is compelling. What is unsettling from the policy
perspective is that falling wages and unstable earnings tend to persist even in times
of unprecedented macroeconomic prosperity.
These trends in wages appear to be the inevitable outcome o f global
economic integration and increased technological penetration of the modem
workplace. By generating aggregate gains for society, globalization and technology
make the United States a richer place; but the share o f the unskilled from this
wealth is disproportionately low. Consequently, demand-side policies such as
isolationist trade restrictions and taxing technology to subsidize the unskilled are
unwarranted. The short-term advantage from protectionism would be a hollow
triumph if it stifles the long-run growth o f the economy and the gains to society in
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general.
Opportunities to improve the skills o f these workers are perhaps within
reach of public policies such as increased education subsidies and improving the
quality of public education. Given the adverse roles of global competition,
computerization, and increased job instability, there is no reason to believe that the
demand for unskilled workers will improve in the future. By affecting the supply o f
unskilled labor, education and training policies seem to hold the key for improving
the relative standing of these workers. M oreover, the relative welfare consequences
o f unstable earnings are very likely to be true only for the less-educated workers.
By improving access to capital markets, education also has the desirable effect o f
lessening the welfare costs due to earnings instability.
Unfortunately, the outcome for unskilled wages from increased education
and training has its own important limitations. Recent policy research on human
capital formation indicates that the investment requirements to adapt adult unskilled
workers to the modem economy are prohibitively exnensive. In one such survey,
Heckman (2000) calculates that, using the most optimistic estimates on the returns
to education, the total cost o f restoring real earnings for adult unskilled workers to
their 1979 relative positions with respect to skilled workers would require an
investment o f more than 1.66 trillion dollars. Heckman points out that the major
cost of investing in low skilled adults is the diversion of resources away from the
young and the m ore trainable for whom such investment is effective.
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Even in the unlikely scenario of mass acquisition of skills, the increased
openness o f the U .S. economy implies that the wage effects of education and
retraining tend to be dampened by the output-mix effects o f those same policies. In
other words, the reduced relative supply of unskilled labor may be followed by a
corresponding reduction in the size of the unskilled sector rather than a higher
demand for unskilled labor. In the extreme case, the change in the relative supply
of unskilled labor is completely absorbed by changes in the composition o f output,
implying unchanged unskilled wages.
Despite overwhelming odds, there is historical evidence that points to a
strong correlation between wages and the relative supply of skills. Historical data
suggest that school completion rates among the workforce are linked to changes in
the college wage premiums (Welch, 1999). According to W elch's calculations, for
example, by the mid-70s, as more educated baby-boomers entered the job market,
the college wage premium dropped by 25 percent, and bounced back and doubled
during most o f the 1980s and afterward following the deceleration of the boom (the
so called 'baby bust'). Correspondingly, for most o f the 80s and the 90s, there was
a massive increase in the proportion of labor market entrants that had gone beyond
high school as the financial gains from more schooling enticed a greater proportion
o f high school graduates to pursue college education. The lesson from the historical
data is that, given the continued increase in the return to more schooling,
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investment in education and training seem to be worthwhile both privately and
socially.
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The distinct elements o f the sample covariance matrix C are stacked in a
column vector m. The elements o f m are shown in Table A -l. The first 23 rows o f the
table are the year-specific sample variances calculated from the earnings residuals.
The next set o f 22 rows shows the autocovariances o f earnings computed for year
pairs 1969-71 through 1991-92. The rest o f the rows are similarly constructed for
autocovariances in each year pair that are sequentially further apart form one another.
There are 300 cells in total. The models developed below are models for the data
contained in the column vector o f Table A -l below.
The minimum distance method is essentially a method o f fitting a specified
covariance model to the empirical moments such that the distance (i.e., the quadratic
form) between the values implied by the model and the actual covariances is as small
as possible. The model parameters that satisfy this criterion are then selected as our
estimates o f the coefficients. Efficient estimation requires an initial consistent
estimate o f the residual covariance matrix (i.e., the fourth moments o f the data). As
explained in the text I use the identity matrix as the weighting matrix. The estimation
problem then becomes a regression o f the form
At

£ (m , -<p(b)) 2

M in

(A l)
b~P i

f tj./i

f n - a -P

,=i

where, M represents the number o f distinct sample moments in C =

N

and t

represents a calendar time, and A = (/>,,...,/»»,/ . - . / a , o ’, />), is a vector o f
parameters.
To set up the system for purposes o f estimation, I included several
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'explanatory' variables that are intended to capture the specific location (or locations)
o f a given parameter.1 I designate these variables by d e9,...,d92,D ,g 69,-- .g n > where
the subscripts refer to specific locations that are identified by the calendar year and D
is a diagonal dummy. For example, g69 represents a dummy variable that equals 1
both when it is located at the initial year o f the sample (i.e., 1969) and when it stands
for an off-diagonal moment that involves 1969, and equals 0 otherwise. Using all the
variables and the parameters, the nonlinear regression equation can be expressed as,
(A2)

C ov(ylt, y il+t) =

1~ p

+ ... + / & „ ( ~ ^ r ) D
1~ p -

where, the left-hand side expression is the single dependent variable. I restricted
some o f these parameters into a linear system and obtainc 1 least squares estimates for
the starting values for the 47 parameters o f the model reported in Table 4 2
Collecting the sample covariances and the corresponding theoretical moments
in two column vectors o f dimension M, the model structure expands into the form
m = <p(b) , as given in (A3) below.

1 Without implicating them for any oversight, I gratefully acknowledge the programming advice I received
from Michael Baker (University o f Toronto) and Peter Gottschalk (Boston College).
2 With those linear starting values, convergence is met after 34 iterations in a multivariate secant method
(DUD). This method is also called the method o f false position for it estimates the derivatives from the
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(A3)

var0 '69 >

'6 9 CTa + 4

^

/< ' - ' ’2 >

P7V a+4

CT' / ( | - ^ )

v" O '7 0 )
^ V a + ^ V I /(1- ^ 2)
varCy91)

W 7 0 CTl + / 69/ 7 0 ^ 2 / ( | - ^ ,2 )

cov(>69'- v70)

cov(>'7o>>'7|)

^ 7 1 ffl + / 7 0 > 7 1 ^ 2 /(1 - ' p 2 )

e o v O '* * , )

^ 0 ' ’91CTa + W 9 l ' * T 2/<, - ' p 2 )

cov0

W 7 1 <ra + / 6 9 A l ^ 2‘r 2 /(1 - ' :’2)

69,3 '7 ,)

C O T tV g ,,^ ,)

(,89/>91Cra + ^% 9^9\p a e /( l ~ P )

cov(y6 9 , y 12)
p 69P 12<7'a + -^69-^72/’ 3't2/<1“ ',2 )
covCvgr y gl )
p 8 8 / ’9 ! ° ’o + •^8 8 ^ 9 1 /:’3< t2

-/,2 )

covO'69.3'90)

“ vO'6 9 ,^ 92)

P69P90a a + V W

’21ct2/<1- ' ,2 >

W 9 2 ' « + f 6 9 ^ 2 p 2 2 a l KX- p 2 )

history o f iterations rather than analytically. ( Reference is made to SAS Institute Inc., SAS/STAT® User's
Guide, Version 6, Fourth Edition, Volume 2, Cary, NCrSAS Institute Inc., 1989).
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Elements o f the Autocovariance Matrix for Log Annual Earnings.
Lower Year
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

Upper Year
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

Covariances
0.59091016
0.46821677
0.39590715
0.39523494
0.45209302
0.40812865
0.41894378
0.39810278
0.41445557
0.45316974
0.34783148
0.36938394
0.29581554
0.29211156
0.26833503
0.28845573
0.30098085
0.33134771
0.26858144
0.30446255
0.35302407
0.4424055
0.44112777
0.53156028
0.33675376
0.31609256
0.29700729
0.33613933
0.32731864
0.30692611
0.30573354
0.32936972
0.32747261
0.28441514
0.2521538
0.26674433
0.2335346
0.21494329
0.20460663
0.2129564
0.19858263

Correlations
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
0.64021853
0.73416575
0.75083199
0.79520256
0.76200583
0.74226232
0.74863065
0.81086224
0.75562365
0.71637071
0.7034643
0.80694828
0.79444965
0.76773408
0.73543016
0.72273931
0.62882505
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98
86
87
88
89
90
91
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

87
88
89
90
91
92
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87

0.18745145
0.19404672
0.22411127
0.27498375
0.27660635
0.32750934
0.27178618
0.27495411
0.28179356
0.29855283
0.27922057
0.28010765
0.29439805
0.29427363
0.25778886
0.23411667
0.22327493
0.24644995
0.19902514
0.2045682
0.17456548
0.16155823
0.16638233
0.17674166
0.18542004
0.23874234
0.21429889
0.24088376
0.24903048
0.26004284
1.26266907
0.27010666
0.28647496
0.27822869
0.28072968
0.23852631
0.23797679
0.21516938
0.20875779
0.20731052
0.19808409
0.17701745
0.15438633
0.15885863

0.62836041
0.67858051
0.68358828
0.69581632
0.62613745
0.67634023
0.56191414
0.63915923
0.66607094
0.74335281
0.64158711
0.69491042
0.7065096
0.69282457
0.67895457
0.57221979
0.69605736
0.75026616
0.70641312
0.70473227
0.6142572
0.52257367
0.58519388
0.55645496
0.60216639
0.65050742
0.54304469
0.49673069
0.51530471
0.56520698
0.65345204
0.66378855
0.67526644
0.67649467
0.64428795
0.64099441
0.60821428
0.58767812
0.65491341
0.65848162
0.67810901
0.59699718
0.5177596
0.57073332
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99
85
86
87
88
89
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87

88
89
90
91
92
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

0.17431133
0.19583719
0.16569472
0.18418771
0.19994806
0.26726857
0.2446807
0.25715588
0.25218669
0.27458216
0.26080596
0.22027335
0.21938877
0.21388397
0.1924498
0.19069696
0.20163052
0.18507968
0.15735893
0.14522618
0.16227147
0.18283988
0.19329184
0.17101035
0.16464996
0.22257613
0.22897498
0.22646283
0.25882696
0.25280348
0.21635374
0.20389994
0.19685882
0.18851575
0.16711719
0.18031685
0.1820463
0.16062929
0.1547773
0.14241106
0.15798824
0.17621465
0.17573932
0.15253458

0.57582331
0.57259958
0.48068483
0.5025873
0.46157128
0.51709848
0.55972884
0.6314252
0.63576541
0.63433611
0.60644094
0.57703165
0.57210769
0.6108418
0.5289476
0.62419552
0.61770011
0.6202672
0.50579559
0.54096382
0.54756495
0.56091795
0.50484874
0.49682359
0.40927804
0.45323069
0.5169954
0.57043039
0.63950341
0.55851997
0.57422411
0.5183227
0.57364972
0.5417941
0.4792388
0.56926211
0.54597584
0.51306483
0.55257966
0.49823942
0.4950887
0.48290569
0.4596685
0.40369565
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100
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

0.21881332
0.22223593
0.21881275
0.23656337
0.21006844
0.20013962
0.18476307
0.17349964
0.17618672
0.17665318
0.16652029
0.16828353
0.13669948
0.14161552
0.13398202
0.16781587
0.13466557
0.17181657
0.22645928
0.20920819
0.21264842
0.20608702
0.20029132
0.17158263
0.15173459
0.16434319
0.17983392
0.16499569
0.15363941
0.14868813
0.14372895
0.13349278
0.13192789
0.12970889
0.1337408
0.2254693
0.1831717
0.20217165
0.19116043
0.19023395
0.170495
0.14521084
0.15954013
0.16480326

0.43977968
0.51474625
0.5401781
0.55897114
0.52973964
0.51546065
0.52483987
0.50877597
0.5283181
0.48859771
0.51465155
0.48101721
0.48497393
0.47486431
0.43531706
0.46976775
0.36957699
0.40939901
0.46690851
0.47491535
0.50203619
0.55582559
0.49012767
0.493815
0.43374287
0.50282333
0.52010741
0.44675839
0.45256003
0.47206227
0.47892424
0.41570118
0.38290202
0.36362015
0.334363
0.45560419
0.39765317
0.54480255
0.50030096
0.52019196
0.49378596
0.43309431
0.47079599
0.46661358
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101
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87

0.16854863
0.13719723
0.15340328
0.14239606
0.13328169
0.11426813
0.12867559
0.2109225
0.19422618
0.19198497
0.1756766
0.1677358
0.15759515
0.15426652
0.1672584
0.14370688
0.13306721
0.14200864
0.14816685
0.1384372
0.12181468
0.13526967
0.19886749
0.17537886
0.17316465
0.15937301
0.14696573
0.15521765
0.16230508
0.13013018
0.11939393
0.15611297
0.14022387
0.15393752
0.12754017
0.13364938
0.19948339
0.16827345
0.15359435
0.14223672
0.15485673
0.14390711
0.12351207
0.12336141

0.43496346
0.44887241
0.45743428
0.44064142
0.37075401
0.33212705
0.32860966
0.4075977
0.48128225
0.50203218
0.5137783
0.46156992
0.47621781
0.44376621
0.48319331
0.38778999
0.38141924
0.43637853
0.4103079
0.38267674
0.33934625
0.35816694
0.43865051
0.42171082
0.50600181
0.46904308
0.42195242
0.45237957
0.45707221
0.35829309
0.35785351
0.42028278
0.40016156
0.3807985
0.3530647
0.33916913
0.42697949
0.45214905
0.45165226
0.43676252
0.42882154
0.41059559
0.33150459
0.37726257
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102
77
78
79
80
81
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
69
70
71
72
73
74

88
89
90
91
92
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
84
85
86
87
88
89

0.13693154
0.14310275
0.15301512
0.14587193
0.13090367
0.1766347
0.15203008
0.13930062
0.14726107
0.15887226
0.11464924
0.11556285
0.13316609
0.13790365
0.16091543
0.13563338
0.1534305
0.15149808
0.14827279
0.15202173
0.15123902
0.13558268
0.12219633
0.14761505
0.1304289
0.1506606
0.15055451
0.13798169
0.15137891
0.15064585
0.15041299
0.13415543
0.12233171
0.13241969
0.14019147
0.14052447
0.1335685
0.14793782
0.13245018
0.15368595
0.14656282
0.12795169
0.13699321
0.13068953

0.3854762
0.35777944
0.39006739
0.36136868
0.33011486
0.42247869
0.41108504
0.42738344
0.43613477
0.43068997
0.31176737
0.34451044
0.38249794
0.36052438
0.35938255
0.3462581
0.34625529
0.36464649
0.418311
0.44985174
0.43849713
0.35030662
0.36908094
0.41331944
0.34791573
0.35184424
0.33672946
0.32089338
0.38015961
0.40991527
0.43573177
0.37071367
0.3510647
0.37565319
0.36453695
0.33484522
0.31237975
0.3014203
0.3208132
0.4093938
0.40465523
0.39271761
0.36924804
0.34430243
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75
76
77
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
69
70
71
72
73
74
69
70
71
72
73
69
70
71
72
69
70
71
69
70
69

90
91
92
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
87
88
89
90
91
92
88
89
90
91
92
89
90
91
92
90
91
92
91
92
92

0.14671347
0.12560287
0.14411518
0.14676315
0.15093089
0.13055536
0.13598413
0.13864951
0.13152657
0.10665383
0.14002232
0.13651473
0.12687845
0.1437427
0.13700993
0.13214958
0.1119795
0.12339358
0.1095333
0.13702916
0.13585324
0.14342301
0.12190872
0.12035148
0.12336174
0.13046522
0.14602145
0.12419676
0.12855049
0.11518666
i. 12681794
0.12352089
0.14484446
0.12858493
0.11334135
0.13565746
0.11363049
0.11887122
0.12966916

0.34078609
0.29972278
0.30703967
0.34800611
0.38318867
0.40036863
0.39200682
0.34705817
0.30953139
0.24809406
0.30438512
0.30851536
0.3577885
0.41402081
0.36679399
0.29548921
0.26391118
0.26147997
0.27494603
0.36292976
0.36338848
0.34298956
0.27298493
0.25839055
0.29083911
0.32089956
0.34890703
0.29744071
0.26223072
0.25219663
0.27864224
0.29557081
0.31600793
0.25148905
0.2493921
0.29571322
0.22256248
0.23827417
0.23136609
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